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ABSTRACT
This report, which is the outcome of a joint project

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the
National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and
Certification, considers ways in which science teaching in elementary
schools could be improved. It is addressed to scientists, professors
of education, college deans, and staff members concerned with teacher
education, and describes the skills which teachers will need to teach
modern science at the elementary level, the necessary revision of
college science courses and the reordering of the professional
educational sequence. Nine guidelines are discussed in detail,
covering scientific inquiry, attitudes towards science, processes of
science, scientific knowledge, continuous learning, instruction,
relations with children, relations with other teachers and the
administration, and relations with the community. Five standards for
teacher education institutions deal with shared responsibility for
preservice education, qualified scientific teaching staff, the
essentials of the curriculum, individualized instruction, and the
provision of adequate facilities and materials. (MEM)
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FOREWORD

Preliminary Report

This report suggests ways in which preservice science education might
be improved to bring about more effective science teaching in elementary
schools. The purpose of the report is to stimulate discussion and study of
preservice education. The AAAS Commission on Science Education hopes that
the report will be discussed frequently and critically by groups of scientists,
teacher educators, and, elementary school teachers and administrators. It is
further hoped that these discussions will yield constructive criticisms and
suggestions that can be used to revise and strengthen the report in another
year.

If the report stimulates discussion, prompts teacher education institutions
to give serious attention to updating their preservice programs in science for
elementary teachers, and even more importantly, to initiate research and
development projects from which better answers to relevant and important
questions can be found, the preservice project will have served its purpose.

In its initial planning the Commission requested support for a six-month
planning period to be followed by the organization of a cooperative project in
four centers in which samples of materials of the kind described in the report
would be written and tried. When it was learned that funds would not be
available for the developmental work, the ComMission decided to go ahead
with the planning period with the hope that others would be persuaded to
embark on the urgent development and research.

The AAAS -Commission on Science Education is well aware of the com-
plexities involved in the preservice education of elementary teachers. Elemen-
tary school teachers' constitute the largest professional group in the United
States. Each year 85,000 elementary teachers are graduate_ d from more than
1,200 institutions of higher education. These teachers are expected to teach
language arts, social studies, mathematics, health, fine arts, and physical
education in addition to science. Their task is complicated- by the fact that
recent curriculum, projects in mathematics,' Science, and other areas have
redefined what should be taught in elementary schools. While science in ele-
mentary schools has been completely changed, most science courses for
teachers at the college level have changed little or not at all .1 Herein lies the
pinch of the educational shoe.

Prospective elementary teachers should be prepared to teach new programs
in science that are being developed; they should be prepared to continue their
study of science after graduation in order to adjust to a changing curriculum.
It is often suggested that they should study science in the way that they are

*There are exceptions. See for example Physical Science for Non-Science Students (PSNS) developedby a group working at RPI. The materiels are published by John Wiley.



expected to teach science to children, but at an adult learning level. Present
preservice education programs do not prepare teachers in these ways and
improvements are urgently needed.

In :1963, Guidelines for Science and Mathematics in the Preparation Pro-
gram of Elementary School Teachers was prepared by a joint project of AAAS
and the NatiOnal Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and
Certification. The NASDTEC-AAAS Guidelines were widely distributed and have
brought about improvements in the preservice programs in-science and mathe-
matics for elementary teachers. They continue to be of importance. However,
the Guidelines appeared before the development of the new elementary science
-programs and their recommendations are expressed in terms of course titles,
which are always subject to misinterpretation. This report,. provides recommen-
dations for preservice education of elementary teachers, which take into
account recent developments_ in science and in education, and attempts to
define what elementary teach-erg* thititrid-

Two educational innovations of the past year give promise of having a major
influence in the improvement of the preservice education of elementary
teachers: the new Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education, which has been -prepeted for use by the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and the Model Programs developed by
nine universities under contract with the U.S. Office of Edrication. These
materials have greatly influenced the thinking which led to this .report, and
they contribute in a significant way to its timeliness. It is reasonable to `expect
that this report will be useful to NCATE evaluation teams, and will *strengthen
the =science components of Model Projects as they are put into practice.

The, recommendations of this report grew out of a series Of three confer-
ences in which over sixty leaders in American education participated. They
are bold and perhaps idealistic. For this there is no apologybold action is
needed.

The report is the -prvduct of the h]rd work of the participants in the'three
conferences; their names are listed in the Appendix: Special credit must be
extended to the members of the Commission's Cominittee on Teacher Educa-
tion: Deborah Partridge Wolfe, Queens' College of the City University of New
York, Chairman; Hubert N. Alyea, Princeton University; Addison E. Lee, The
University of Texas at Austin; Wendell H. Pierce, Education Commisslon'of the
States; and William W. Rubey, University of California at Los Angeles and Rice
University.

The Preservice Teacher Education Project has been supported by the
National Scierme Foundation.

J. Dudley Herron, Coordinator
Teacher Education Project
AAAS Commission on Science Education

February 1969



This Report

After publication of the Preliminary Report in the spring of 1969, two
thousand copies were distributed without charge to persons in all parts of the

country who were believed to be interested in the preservice science -education
of elementary teachers, and their comments were solicited. Four regional con-

ferences were held in October and November 1969, for introduction and dis-
cussion of the Preliminary Report. About 100 scientists, science educators,
and teachers attended each conference. At the University of Maryland, in
Atlanta, in San rrancisco, and in Chicago the conferees met for two days dur-

ing which, in committees on science experiences, experiences with children

and schools, research and development, and implementation, they prepared
recommendations for revision of the Report. Names of the conference partici-
pants are listed in Appendix D:` The National Association of .State Directors of

Teacher Education and Certification, at their annual _meeting in June, voted

to give their full, cooperation in the. fall toriferenCes and at ileast one person

from most of the 50 state departments of education particifiated in one of this

second round of conferences.
It has been possible to incorporate most of the conference recommendations

in-this final draft. This revised report represents the combined work of almOst

500 participants from 47 statesalmost 100 in the preparation of the Pre-
liminary Report and over 400 in the ,revision. The preliminary report has been

strengthened and the 500 participants are now designated as team members

to. introduce the report widely, to interpret it, and to assist in implementing
it to then end that elementary school children of the future will have better
science experiences under the ,leadership of enthusiastic and well-qualified

teachers..

Deborah Partridge Wolfe, Chairman
Addison E. Lee, Member
Teacher Education Committee

April 1970
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THE RATIONALE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The success of the new programs in science for high schools pointed up
the urgency of, and possibilities for, improving science teaching in elementary
schools and colleges. Now new science programs for elementary schools are
available and are being introduced into schools. At the same time important
changes are taking place in college science teaching and preservice teacher
education programs are under constant study. Many innovations are- being in-
troduced. The support by the U.S. Office of Education of the development of
Model Projects for the preservice education of elementary teachers may result
in changes on a wide scale.2 Furthermore the more realistic and flexible stand-
ards of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education not only
make change more possible, but actually place a premium on carefully con-
ceived innovations. The time could scarcely be more propitious for a re-con-
stitution of the preparation of elementary teachers to teach science.

This report calls for cooperation among all of those responsible for the
many different aspects of preservice teacher education. First, responsible
groups must be persuaded that there is need for change, that exciting possi-
bilities for improvement do exist, that there is value in a cooperative effort.
Then these groups must become involved and work toward commonly agreed-
upon goals. Scientists and teacher educators;. the institutions and professional
organizations with which they are associated, state departments of education
and the schools, their administrators and teachers, and their supportjng lay
public, must all become involved, and work together toward commonly agreed-
upon goals.

New Elementary School Science

New materials have become available within the past eight years- which
make- possible -a dramatic revolution in the teaching of science in- elementary
schools. The standards, guidelines, and recommendations in this report have
been prepared for all of those responsible. for assisting prospective elementary
teachers to acquire the competencies necessary to teach the new science pro-
grams. Each of the new science programs is. unique in its own way but
possess certain commonalities which should become the principal-focus of the
teacher preparation program.

?Here and.throughout the report, "Model Project" refers to one of the nine models for eleMentaty
teacher. education developed under contracts with the U.S. Office of Educathin, Bureau of. Research.
Models were submitted to the Bureau on October-31, 1968. Further information about the projects can
be obtained from Elementary Teacher Education Project, Division of EleMentary, and Secondary.
Lion Research, Bureau of Research, U.S. Office of'Education, 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington,D.C. 20202.



Some of these are:
1. an emphasis upon the investigative nature of science (inquiry and dis-

covery).
2. a conviction that children need to be actively involved= with materials

that are conceptually rich for the learning of science.
3. an emphasis upon independent learning with opportunities to explore,

"try out," "play with" and in other ways initiate their own learning.,
4. an attempt to establish a sequence of instruction to help assure the

child's acquisition of skills in the processes of sciences as an important
part of their intellectual growth.

5. a valid presentation of science materials so that concepts will not need
to be corrected later.

These commonalities are also characteristic of modem mathematics pro-
grams for elementary schools.

Broad Concerns

This report begint with the assumption that the new elementary science
programs should and will have an increasing influence on the schools. Itsug-,;
gests where we .should' be going in the preservice education of elementary
teachers to prepare them for this anticipated change in elementary science
programs. In doing this, the report describes the skills-that teachers will need
to teach modern :science 'to children; and it contains statements suggesting
what- to look for as evidence that teachers have the skills-that are called fora'

Although the 'primary concern is with science teaching,' it is impossible to
loOk at the preparation "needed for elementary teachers to teach scieribe,with-
mit considering other aspects of preservice teacher education.- Considerations
have ranged from elementary science to liberal education in college, from
attitudes to manipulative skills; from performance objectives and individualized
instruction to the spirit of inquiry and being human. It is clear that the prob-
lem' involves more- than the revision of college science -- courses or :reordering
the professional_ education sequence. =

These' broad considerations-arise,- in`part, from a We' of general,dissatisfat.
tion with the' school and society as 'a whole-,it is' not only that' science" is often
badly .taught; for -many yoUngsters; the 'entire school experienCe is frustrating
andliMitt theirintellettuak developMent;

These, liniitations are found in all teething, not juit theleaChirj Of science.
Witness the following quote from a recent review by Waetjen:

,
the "vier' of 'many conference participants thi teaching of science and, mathematics elebient-

ary schools should, integrated or at least correlated; However, almost without exception, science and
mathematics are.,taught in 'elementary 'schools' as -separate subjects; For this reason 'and, because the
committee on the- Undergraduate Program in Mathematics has pripared;'and' dissominated'
recommendations :on the piviieniice mathemities preparation of elementary teachers,' preparethin
'mathematics is not considerd in this report.

6



"Information which children placed in the (learning) situation was often
ignored, overlooked, or not considered by the teacher. More importantly, the
kinds of teacher responses which seek expansion and association of ideas,
which ask for comparison and inference, and which related to personal experi-
ence and opinion occurred rarely." 4

Those responsible for the preparation of this Report believe that, if the
new science materials are taught effectively, some of these limitations of e_ le-

mentary school education will be removed.

To Whom Is the RepOrt Addressed?

The report is addressed to all persons concerned with the improvement 'of
the preservice science education of elementary teachers.

It is addressed to scientists who teach science courses taken by a sub
stantial number of prospective elementary teachers. They must make the im-
portant-decisions concerning the nature of science experiences for teachers.
Are the science experiences that will be most valuable for future eleMentary
teachers the same 'as those for future scientists, engineers, or even future
lawyers? If not, 'what experiences- dol teachers need? What must the future
elementary teacher know about the problems in environmental science, popula-
tion 'studies, genetics and evolution? Thete are the questions which must be
answered: This report outlines many of the skills, attitudes 'and CoiniietencieS
that the elementary school teacher will need to teach a modern jirograin' in
science; the design of eXperienceswhich will lead to theSe skifft and attitudes
is-largely left to college scientists.

This report is also addressed:to professors of education =since they are
generally held responsible for the teacher's who' are prepared by an institution.::
-The-professor .otsciencee education may find it necessary to include in hissck
epee, education', courses science, topics' that the prOtpective, science teacher
did not -have In' his science courses or which he has Since' forgotten.- He will
assist the -student maintaining' a favorable attitude- toward science and
science teaching -"and 'help himAevelop skills of teaching.' science young:
children. He must constantly' be aware of the science experientes With- Children'
and schools that'-the preservice teachers have, 'and be prepared to supplement
the experiences-as needed. =

College- deans and staff members,- in addition to -scientists and' science -edtr:'

cators who 'have special responsibilities for the preservice science educ'atiOn

prograin, should also find the-report of value in their consideration-of 'total
college programs and 'the teacher education program of the college:-

The standards, guidelines, 'ancireCommendationi of. this Report will} be of
concern to school administrators, teachers, and state department of edUCatiOrt

4Walttr 8; Waetjen, "Recent Analyses of Teaching," Maryland ASCD Journal, Vol. 1, 'Mo: 1 (Fall,
1968) p. '28.



personnel. The problems that teachers face in the transition from preserviceexperiences to full responsibility as a teacher in the classrciom are well docu-mented.5 Much of what teachers learn about teaching in the preservice pro-gram is learned through experience with children in schools. There are manyproblems of providing feedback to colleges, planning better clinical experi-ences, and continuing education during early periods of service which concernschool administrators, directors of teacher education and certification, or otherstaff members of state departments of public instruction,as well as collegepersonnel. School administrators will have a larger role in establishing theorganization which will make possible a gradual induction into teaching and acontinual rebirth of the practicing teacher.
Members of evaluation teams for the National Council for Accreditation ofTeacher Education' should also find the report useful since it provides, stand-ards and guidelines which may be useful in evaluating existing and futurepreparation programs.

Guidelines
Chapters 2 and 3 are developed around guidelines. These are general state-merits which may be used by those taking a broad view of the teacher educa-tion_ program. Guidelines Must be general but, because they are,, they aresubject to various interpretations. To help clarify. the intent of the Guideline',each is followed by question_s that might be asked in evaluating the preserviceprogram.

To, further clarify their intent, the guidelines are :defined 'by: ,performance-objectives--specifications of what the future teacher should be',able., to do asa. result of his
,college-experiendes.,Sorne readers will think that a discrititiOnof feachingin terms of ,behavioral specifications: MethinicatTPer-:`forinance, by .the teacher, that trivial --behavior, which is easily described, iseMphasized at the expense of -creative, performance which :eludesiclefinition,'that flexibility on the -part, of the teacher and the pupil is precluded.- Stith,objections suggest, possibilities for abuse .of. objectives shoUldbe avoided., No error-is male in setting forth clearly defined goals for;ourselyesor'.:for otherc the mistake is in setting trivial goals, in keeping-the -puipose-setret from-the!stiicient, inithe failure to consider=his goals.;The,list of,objet-tiVei destribe conwienties.that represent minimum requireMentS.for success=science teaching; in some areas the reader will want to --add to the ,list; inall areaS-,:'stUdents will learn much that is-not:described by,-the objectives.In order, to make ,objectiVe clear; it,is,sometimeS necessary to, provide:Specific examples of things, that a teacher might be asked, to .do,-.as:- evidencethat; he possesses: that particular, competency: :These are:examples for =whichother activities-could be Substituted.

$ See The Real World of the &winning Teeeher. Report of the 1965 Conference of the-National Cork
Mission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, National Education (19C6j.,



Competencies are described at three levels. Level 1 is a general description
the competency and is designated by capital letters. Level 2 provides more
acific statements of examples of subordinate skills that contribute to the
ility described at Level 1. Level 2 is designated by Arabic numerals. Level 3
wides specific examples used only when there is some danger that the more
neral descriptions may be misleading. Level 3 statements, which are in-
Wed as examples only, are set in smaller type to avoid confusion.

Liberal Education
Above all else, the elementary teacher should be a liberally educated person.
cause of this, the report would be incomplete without a discussion of the
portance of liberal education in the preparation program for elementary
Ichers. However, a careful description of guidelines and performance objec-
?s needed to accomplish the desired end requires careful consideration by
)erts in fields other than science and education, as well as by those in
ence and education. Consequently, no attempt is made to provide guide-
s- for the liberal education of teachers as has been done for experiences

science and experiences with children and schools. Chapter 4 is provided
the hope that appropriate agencies will provide some needed direction for
)rovement in this important segment of the preservice program for ele-
ntary teachers.6

Research and Development
;hapter 5 of this report discusses the need for greatly expanded efforts in
aarch and development and contains descriptions of recommended projects.
oo little is known about the effectiveness of teacher preparation programs.
3t evidence is there that teachers who have had courses in science are more
ctive teachers of science than those who have not? Is there evidence that
rses taken as liberal educatidn develop the attitudes and competencies that
ascribe to the liberal, man? How much responsibility can college students
ame for planning their own, learning; what can they learn without the pro-
;or's lecture as effectively as with? Is it possible to dispense with grades
ipletely and report progress on the basis of acquired competencies; to give
lit for competencies acquired before entering college or for competencies
aired through informal learning?
he major thrust of research on teacher education must be toward evaluat-
the outcomes of instructional programs in terms of the teacher's perform-
; in the classroom.

le reader may wish to refer to the Model Teacher Education Program developed by the Universityissachusetts under USOE Grant No. OEC4-0890233313(010). The appendices on aesthetics, human)ns, language arts, and social studies provide numerous examples of performance criteria related,liberal education program.

*.-,, -^ -



Standards
In Chapter,6 standards to be applied to the teacher education institution

and its., program of preservice elementary teacher education are stated. These
institutional standards are concerned with the staff, programs, and facilities
required for the preservice preparation of elementary teachers. The standards
are derived from the recommendations in preceding chapters, and are fol-
lowed by questions that might be asked in judging the quality of the preservice
program at a particular institution. These questions are intended for use by
those evaluating the programs, including state departments of education and
NCATE evaluation teams.

Implementation
The publication of a Report on the preservice science education of elemen-

tary teachers will, in itself, have little effect. The report must be distributed,
discussed and tried in order to effect change. Participants in the 1969 confer-
ences listed many recommendations, often addressed to particular groups, for
implementation of the Report. These are presented in the final chapter.

Definition of Terms
When speaking of, teachers at the college level the terms professor or pro-

fessional staff will be used. The college student is often called just, that but
more often the term, teacher, is used to indicate his future professional role.
To avoid confusion between the student in the elementary school and the
student in college, pupil or child is used in referring to the younger learner.

10
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2

SCIENCE EXPERIENCES

Our past experiences and professional commitment allow no other view than
that science is important; it is important to teachers, it is important to society,
it is important to children..The impact of technology is often cited as justifica-
tion to teach science, and it is. Knowledge of science and technology and their
potential effect on society are important in science teaching. But the mode
of thought, the way of looking at the world, the way of solving problems, the
way of obtaining knowledge that characterize science are far more important
Contributions of science to society.

It was this kind of contribution of science to society that prompied the
Educational Policies Commission of the National Education Association to
state:

values of which the spirit of science consists should permeate the
educative process, serving as objectives of learning in every field, includ-
ing the humanities and practical studies.' . . . To communicate the spirit
of science and to develop people's capacity to use its values should there-
fore be among the principal goals of education'in our own and every other
country.8

In this chapter an attempt is made to outline the competencies- in science
that elementary school teachers should have: These competencies can and
must be acquired in a reasonable amount of time. Time is also needed to study
literature, the arts, and social sciences. The focus is on the kinds of science
experiences that. elementary teachers should have in order to teach as well as
to live in contemporary (or ever changing) society.

The teaching functions required of a teacher of elementary school science
are likely to vary from region to region and from year to year.- For this reason
a teacher's preparation- through college programs must provide a base which
is sufficiently broad and flexible to permit continued study and adaptation to
new findings in science and to new teaching methods. It is well ,to remember
that the general approach of a teacher to his teaching functions usually
reflects -the pattern 'of instruction which he himself received in college. That is,
a teacher who fails to acquire excitement and the spirit- of inquiry and related-
ness from his own preparation in science is not likely to convey these qualities
to his own students. -

'Education and the Spirit of Science, (Washington, D. C.: Educational Policies Commission of the
Natiodal Education Association, 1966), p. 22.

Ibid., p. 27.

11-



A recent study of science education for elementary school teachers revealed
that many teachers described their programs "with near unanimity as 'irrele-
vant,' uninspiring,' and often 'overwhelming.' " 9 The overwhelming aspect
usually develops from forcing too many technical details into the course. The
uninspiring and irrelevant aspects arise when college courses fail to reflect
and relate to the larger issues of the natural and social world.

For this reason it is important that science programs for teachers should
provide, along with key concepts and some details of modern science, clear
demonstration of the impact and significance of science and technology to the
social, philosophical and historical aspects of the progress of man.

How Should Science Be Taught?
The adage that "we teach as we are taught" is not without foundation, if

elementary teachers are to present science as an exciting exploration of the
natural world where pupils have ample opportunity to interact with that world,
to ask questions of nature as well as of people, and to discover that even
young people can find order there, teachers, too, must have such opportuni-
ties. What is done in college science courses will materially affect the way that
elementary teachers teach science.

The following sketch of the science teacher, adapted from. a conference
working paper," was written as a description of the attitude an _elerdentary
teacher should have toward science and how it should be taught; it is equally
valid as a description of the way science should be taught to the teacher.

A liberally educated teacher understands that his power derives from
-, the way that content is used as well as from the particular content he.

has mastered.

The methodology adopted by the teacher makes learning possible for
different students. The methods themselves are characterized by open-
ness and can be the subject of discussion and analysis by students. The
teachees aims and his methods should be tempered by the aims and
abilities of his students.

Some of the practices that distinguish- the effective teacher in the
classroom are as follows:

. He acts as a guide to learning rather than simply as a dispenser of
information.

--He values the asking of questions as well as the giving of answers.,
He understands that learning is cumulative and does' not impose.

closure prematurely.
He recognizes the importance of speculative thinking and does not

insist that evidence be interpreted in conformity with cultural tradition.

Mathew H. Bruce and Albert F. Else, Science Education for Elementary Teachers, Final Report
USOE Project No. 7-C-016 (October 1968), p. 11.

',Adapted from a working paper prepared by Randolph Brown, Elementary Science Study.

12



He recognizes that there are several alternative approaches to solv-ing problems and provides opportunities for students to utilize meansthat they find appropriate.

The desired mode of teaching is illustrated by the following approachto the idea of classification. The teacher begins by providing studentswith, experiences which deal with sets of things and he affords themsuch experiences over a period of time, recognizing that classification is askill or a method of gaining control of potentially unmanageable objectsor ideas; it is not an end in itself. Counting money, sorting the piecesof mixed games, sorting mixed decks of cards, and arranging the foodin a cupboard are examples of activities in which classifying is a meansto an end.
In the case of teaching biological classification the teacher will recog-nize that familiarity with living things is a prerequisite to any needto know about their classification. Students will thus be encouraged toculture, cultivate, and maintain a variety of living things. Many questiongcan be explored that are relevant to these activities. How long does ittake for beans to sprout? for corn or wheat? How early can you tellif a sprout is that of a bean or a corn, plant? Similar questions mightbe asked about molds, fish, and insects. Opportunities to do quantitativemeasurements, develop concepts of mass, nutritiOn, and growth are alsoprovided in these explorations. Eventually, the phylogenetic classificationthat biologists favor will also be seen as useful and hopefUlly for reasonsother than passing tests.

There is a teaching style implied in the above account that is important.Guideline I is related to this teaching 'Style by college professors and to theprobable effect of the teaching style on, students. This guideline and thosethat follow .describe, what 'the teacher should be able to do. How the.collegescience experiences are designed to accomplish these ends may vary, but thereis a minimum set of terminal behaviors". which every teacher should possess.Where possible, the statements imply the level of competency to be expectedas well as the range and are written in such a way that they suggest how todetermine whether the objective has been met. Each institution should developits own list, more complete than the sample provided here, It should be em-phasized that statements in small type arevonly examples. The specific activ-ities described in these statements may not be in the curriculum at allhundreds of similar activities could be substituted.

'There are many points in the course of teacher preparation that could be considered terminal. In
this report. terminal behaviors represent those behaviors that the teacher must exhibit before being
recommended for certification.

13



SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

Guideline I. Science for elementary teachers should be taught in the
same style of open inquiry that is encouraged in elementary science pro-
grams. The student's science experiences should develop his ability to
actively investigate natural phenomena and should result in his enthusiasm
for and confidence in teaching science through inquiry to children.

What evidence is provided that the science experiences pro-
vided by the institution encourage open inquiry as a style
of learning about the natural world? 12
What evidence is provided that teachers are able to teach
in a style that encourages inquiry on the part of pupils?

Objectives:

A. Ability to investigate. The teacher will demonstrate his ability to carry
out an investigation when presented data or a question about a natural
phenomena.

Given data about the melting of ice when salt is added to it, construct and
carry out an -investigation to measure the temperature of mixtures of different
amounts-of ice and salt.

Given a question about the relationship of the color of the ambient light and
the growth rate of plants, construct and carry out an investigation to measure the
growth rate of plants in light of different colors.

B. Science as inquiry. The teacher will demonstrate his enthusiasm for
teaching science -as inquiry to children by emphasizing investigation over
memorization of facts.

When asked by a child why. ice floats on water suggests an investigation through
which the child might find an answer to the question.

C. Teaching science as inquiry. The teacher will demonstrate confidence
in his ability to teach science as inquiry by selecting the inquiry approach
rather than the show and tell approach..

When asked to teach some children the law of the pendulums, gives the children
string, steel washers, a stop watch,- and meter sticks and suggests that they
investigate the relationship between the length of the pendulum and the number
of swings per minute.

ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE

Guideline II. Science experiences of elementary teachers should de-
velop in teachers' an appreciation for the' historical,' philosophical, and cur-
rent significance of :science to society, and positive attitudes about science
which', result in a more objective approach to everyday problems, in ins-
proved teaching of science in their classroom as well as in increased in-
terest in science-related activities.

What attitudes toward science does the 'institution claim it is
developing?

'The questions following, each of the guidelines may be useful in evaluating .preservice science
programs.
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What evidence is provided that these attitudes are held by
teachers at the end of the instructional program?
What evidence is provided that these attitudes persist after
teachers have been in service for one or more years?
What evidence is provided that realistic attitudes are being
developed toward the possible solution of major problems
such as population growth and environmental pollution?

Some Objectives"

A. Demand for data. The teacher will demonstrate confidence in scientific

measurements, empirical data and accepted principles, and to question un-

supported pronouncements. For example:

Reject legislative attempts to set the value of g = 2.00 misec2 or 7 = 3.00 as

nonsense since these constants are empirically derived quantities.

When told that a proposed chemical plant will not disturb the ecology of the

region, ask for supporting data and a clarification of assumptions on which the

projection is based.

B. Nature of concepts and theories. The teacher will recognize that the

established concepts and theories of science are yalid only insofar as they

are consistent with the observed phenomena of nature and that they must be

modified if this is necessary to accommodate new findings.

1. Given experimental results in which the mass of the identifiable products

is not the same as the mass of known reactants, search for some

explanation for a apparent disagreement with the law of mass con-

servation.
When presented data that show that the mass of a grown plant and the soil

that it is planted in is greater than the mass of the original soil, seed, and water

added, suggest other materials that may have contributed to plant growth.

C. Interest in science. The teacher =will demonstrate his interest in science

by activities such as reading and conducting experiments.

1. Read science-related articles and books which are not required as

part of a course.

2. Plan and conduct experiments on his own volition or manipulate science

equipment provided by the professor when he is invited (but not re-

quired) to do so.

D. Encouraging science activities- in pupils. The teacher will encourage

#illfriting objectives to desCribe attitudes is a hazardous undertaking. We cannot measure attitudes

in the sense that we measure length; time, or even knowledge. We can only look for a kind of behavior

from which we are willing to infer that the attitude in question does exist. But this is not entirely
satisfattory. The observed behavior may depend on the person's attitude but it is .likely to depend 'on
knowledge, skills and the circumstances surrounding the performance as well (see A', C, in this sec-

tion). A further problem that arises with writing objectives to describe behaviors which evidence atti-

tudes, is that the behavior mentioned becomes an end in itself, and may therefore' be produced by a

desire for a high grade, as well as by, the desired attitude. The teacher's performance in the class-

room 'after his pr service education has been Completed will provide the truelest of whether these

objectives have been attained.
In writing the objectives' in this seCtian im attempt has been made to use such terms as "demon-

strate confidence," "demonstrate an interest in science" and "suggest investigations" to denote some

action on the part of the teacher from which one may infer that the desired attitude is present. For

a more elaborate discussion of attitudes and problems of measuring them, the reader is sreferred,to;

Mager, Robert F., Developing Attitude Toward Learning (Palo Alto: Fearon Publisher,-Inc., 1968).
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pupils to show curiosity and inventiveness in science by helping pupils design
experiments that will answer their questions.

When asked, "Will a flashlight work if the batteries are turned upside down?"
suggest that the pupil try to find the answer.

Suggest investigations that pupils might conduct in their study of the behavior
of mealworms without requiring that the suggestions be carried out.

E. Relevance of science. The teacher will state how the lives of some mem-
bers of a community have been affected by science and technology resulting
from science.

1. Suggest investigations of the development and use of forms of energy
such as electricity and nuclear energy.

2. Plan and conduct a visit to an installation which processes the wastes
of society.

3. Suggest investigations that will illustrate the effects of waste products
from engines upon plant and animal life.

THE PROCESSES OF SCIENCE

Guideline Ill. The science experiences for elementary teachers should
develop competence in inquiry skills or processes of scientific inquiry.

What processes has the institution identified as important
characteristics of scientific inquiry?
What evidence is provided that teachers make use of process
skills in their study of science?
What evidence is provided that teachers continue to use
these skills in their own teaching?
What is done to develop an awareness of, instances in which
commonly accepted scientific laws break down?

A. Observation and inference. The teachers will distinguish observations
and evidence from inferences and conclusions, and will demonstrate his
ability to make reasonable inferences when presented with empirical data
For example:

1. Given data concerning the fossil records of a region, voluntarily con-
struct inferences concerning its geologic history.

2. Construct testable inferences to explain the unusual growth rate of a
plant without being asked to do so.

B. Variables. Through the observation of a phenomenon the teacher will
be able to state a problem to be investigated, identify the variables which
affect the results of the investigation and how and why they are or are not
controlled.

-C. = Definitions. The teacher will distinguish between operational and con-
ceptual definitions :.

D. Meaitirenient The teacher will dernonStrate ,the measurement of
ables_such -as, length,, mass, force, time, temperature, and volume-in 'Standard
and arbitrary:unitS and estimate the error of measurement.. The :following'
areas should be included:



Determination of Magnitudes
Finding rate of change, given measurements that change with time
Probability and uncertainty

E. Classification. The teacher will construct a classification scheme for
a set of objects, given objects which differ in more than one way. Use a
given classification scheme to identify living and nonliving materials. Objects
from the biological, physical and earth sciences should be used for classifica-
tion.

F. Organization of data. The teacher will collect and organize data and
describe the rationale for the organization.

1. Present data obtained in a science experiment by describing, drawing
a diagram, graphing, or tabulating.

Construct a graph of data collected which shows the volume of a confined gasas a function of temperature.

G. Constructing hypotheses and generalizations. The teacher will construct
a hypothesis, or generalization based on data or a question.

1. Construct a hypothesis to explain an unfamiliar phenomenon demon-
strated by the professor or shown in a film clip.

H. Testing hypotheses. The teacher will construct an experimental test of
a hypothesis. inference, generalization, ..or question.

1. Test the validity of the hypothesis made to explain an unfamiliar phe-
nomenon by performing an appropriate experiment.

I. Modifying hypotheses and generalizations. The teacher will accept, reject,
or modify hypotheses, and generalizations based on new data and describe
the basis of the decision.

1. Modify a generalization and justify the modification on the basis of
empirical data or of assumptions of a theory.

Modify a hypothesis concerning the volume of a confined gas as a function oftemperature by restricting the range of temperatures over which the generalizationis expected to hold.

J. Verifications. The teacher will demonstrate a recognition of the need
for additional information in some situation by searching out the information
or designing an experiment.,

e1: When confronted with alternative interpretations Of. data Which are, ob-tained, check the results by returning to the labOratory or referringto a reference mirk to obtain additional data.
K. Communication. The teacher will describe an experiment orally or inwriting with sufficient clarity that another person could replicate the ,experi-

ment.

L.- Model Building. The'teacher will devise and use a mathematical or phys,-ical model, of the system being studied which contains the essential variables
and their relationship.



SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
The elementary teacher should possess a background of science informa-

tion. It is unreasonable and unnecessary to expect elementary teachers tolearn all of their science while they are teaching it to children. Yet elementary
teachers frequently complain that this is precisely what they are required todo because they see no relationship between the content and mode of iristruo,tion of their college courses and science they are expected to teach.- Efforts
should be made to relate the science topics that are taught to teachers to the
science topics that are taught to children." The college professor must con-stantly remind himself that the teachers will not become research scientists.They may benefit more from qualitative and semi-quantitative treatments whichare correct but incomplete than from rigorous arguments which depend on
mathematical sophistication or logical subtleties that they unprepared tofollow.

To accomplish the objective of providing appropriate science education for
teachers, professors of education and professors of science must cooperatein planning and implepenting these science programs.

Guideline IV. The content of college science experiences for,elementaryteachers -should 'be selected so that the topics studied ---bi---te-aClierit 'provide,as a minimum, an adequate background for the topics 'taught in elementaryschools.

What evidenie is there that the topics treated in the collegescience, experiences Mr teachers prepare the teacher to dealeffectively with science in elementary schools?
What mechanism is used to assure that the college experi-ences are periodically revival to reflect changes in scienceat the elementary school level?
What mechanisms of communication are used -to ensurethat the college periodically reexamines and revisesjts pro-grams to reflect change's at other educational ,levels.

---Whal evidence is there that the content is structured torequire" the teacher to utilize the fundamental concepts ofscience as a, unifying rationale for all naturalphenomena?

Suggested Topics

A. Composition characteristics and structure of matter.15 The teacher will
describe observations of liVing,and nonliving objects in terms of-their physical,
chemical, and biological composition, characteristics, and structure. He willdemonstrate the use 'v he particle nature of mattermolecules, atoms,

14 This does not mean that the content of the college course should be dictated by elementary 'pro.thator that the level of treatment need be the same as that in elementary science: It does meanthat care should be taken to consider the science that elementary teachers will. be teaching,that those' concepts`that they will be .expected to teaCII will be dealt with in college courses, ',thatattempts will be made to- point out the relationship between what teachers study and what they willteach, that sophisticated treatments of* theoretical topics will be delayed until the teachers' have mss:-'tared the simpler underlying ideas.
" See Appendix C for a further development Of this topic.
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atomic nucleiand kinetic theory to explain the observations he describes.
The following areas should be included:

Physical prop6rties such as density, viscosity, pressure, solubility, elas-
ticity, surface tension

Physical changes in physical, biological and geological systems
Morphology of living things
Atomic theory
Kinetic theory

B. Interactions of matter. The teacher will describe observed interactions
of living and nonliving matter using concepts such as forces, electrical charge,
magnetic fields, biological tropisms, and food webs. He will construct hypoth-
eses and tests of hypotheses concerning the observed interactions.

C. Conversion and conservation of energy. The teacher will demonstrate
the conversion of energy from one to another, will measure the amounts of
energy transformed; and will search for sources of energy loss when observa-
tions appear to contradict the generalization that energy is conserved. The
following areas should be included:

Transfer of energy
Transformation of energy in living and nonliving systems
Conservation of energy
Energy carried by waves

D. Growth and reproduction. The teacher will describe the processes of
growth and reproduction in plants and animals including man.

E. Evolution and genetics. The teacher will construct, inferences_about the
long range effects of selective' mating and genetic mutation on plant and
animal communities and sometimes including human communities and so-
cieties. Topics should include the following.

Variation
Adaptation
Mutation
Principles of Evolution and Genetics
Structure and Function

F. Ecology. The teacher will describe the interactions which "exist among
living organisms in ecosystems.

G. Human perception, learning, and behavior. The teacher will .describe
the neurological basis of perception, learning, and behavior.

H. Conceptual structure and world view. The teacher will describe the
nature of the earth, the universe and the biotic world and construct physical
and mental models that can be used to explain natural phenomena, they en=
counter. The following areas should be considered:

Observational astronomy
Historical geology

I. The development of scientific ideas. The teacher will describe' the rela-



tionship of the progress of science to the development of modern thought.
The unknowns of science as well as the knowns
The failures as well as the successes of scientific endeavors
The relationships of, scientific disciplines to each other

J. Social implications of science. The teacher will state evidence of changes
in society and culture that have resulted from the products of scientific work,
and of the influence of social conditions on scientific activities.

Relationship of science to the progress of civilization
The cybernetics aspects of scientific thought and social phenomena

CONTINUOUS LEARNING
Science experiences should develop in teachers habits of continually seek-

ing new information, of testing old concepts against new ideas, and of modi-
fying their instructural procedures if new information about science or learning
suggest modification. The way in which science is taught can have a significant
effect on developing these habits in teachers. Developing the habit of con-
tinuous learning in teachers is probably the single most important outcome
of preservice education. Without the habit, a teacher will quickly become
obsolete and ineffective; with it, he can continually improve his teaching skill
and effectiveness. Without the habit he will have difficulty coping with future
changes in elementary science education; with it he will welcome the challenge
of change.

Guideline V. Science experiences should be sekcted so as to develop
a capacity and disposition for continuous learning which the teacher should
demonstrate by engaging in science activities which will provide new in-
formation and experiences capable of affecting existing attitudes, ideas, and
teaching.

What experiences are provided through which the teacher
can develop a capacity and disposition for continuous learn-
ing?
What evidence is there that new information and experiences
affect the teacher's attitudes, ideas, and teaching?
What encouragement and opportunity are given to teachers
exhibiting these behaviors?

Objectives

A. Capacity and disposition for continuous learning. The teacher will dem-
onstrate his capacity and disposition for continuous learning by habitually
engaging in activities which will provide new, information capable of affecting
existing attitudes and ideas.

1. Identify and describe view points on contemporary scientific issues and
on the learning process as presented in current literature, or through
personal contacts.

Describe arguments for and against the use of an insecticide and suggest pos-
sible safeguards, after reading an article about potential damage. to wildlife from
uncontrolled use of the insecticide.
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After reading about some recent research on the learning process, infer theimplications of that research for elementary school programs.2. Demonstrate the ability to obtain relevant information on scientificand educational issues.
Locate historical accounts of experiments. pikainini to Menders law.Identify sources of analyses of educational philosophies.3. Identify possible interrelationships between events in different fieldsof knowledge.

After reading an article on physiological changes brought on by malnutrition,consider whether such changes might affect the learning behavior of a child froma ghetto.
Describe some of the interrelationships between scientific and 'political, develop-ments.

4. Identify weaknesses in his educational background and correct themaccordingly.
After reading an article on the use of performance

objectives, develop skill inwriting them by reading books such as Preparing Instructional Objectives by Magerand discussing his work with informed colleagues.After hearing that irregularities in the gravitational field of the moon haveintroduced an unexpected hazard in landing men, on the moon, demonstrate hisability to use current popular or semi-popular scientific periodicals to obtaininformation about the cause of the gravitational irregularities.

Specialist Science TeachersIn the above list of competencies no distinction is made between the personho will teach in a self-contained classroom and the special science teacher.he question of whether science should be taught by a special teacher or theeacher responsible for all other subjects was discussed at all seven confer-nces and good arguments were heard for both sides.The nature of the science programs for pupils will determine the corn-etencies their teachers should possess. Thus, it is the nature of the sciencehat is to be taught in elementary schools rather than the instructional organi-ation that dictates the requirements of the preservice program. The importantuestion is what any teacher who teaches science should be qualified to do.t the_same time the desirability of having some teachers who can do more,fully recognized.
The science specialist may be defined as a person who assumes a leadershiple in the development of curriculum materials and the inservice education'then teachers. The specialized part of the education of this kind of scienceecialist is commonly postservice rather than preservice, and a descriptionthe unique set of behaviors required is beyond the scope of this report.

Are The Competencies Reasonable?It is anticipated that a number of prospective teachers possess many of thempetencies that are described in this chapter at the time they enter college.:tail* much of the content implied in the objectives is standard fare in
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modern high school courses. It cannot be overemphasized that the teacher is

expected to exhibit certain competencies, not to amass a certain number of

credits in college science. If a teacher can measure mass, length, temperature,

volume, and time when he begins his first college science course, activities

designed to teach him to do so are a waste of time. If he has demonstrated his

ability to construct a classification scheme for plants during college experi-

ences in the biological sciences, it is unlikely that extensive experience will

be required before he can do the same thing with rocks and minerals. There is

every reason to believe that the proper coordination and individualization of

science instruction can eliminate needless repetition and conserve consider-

able time needed for other activities.

. ..

Of

I
I
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3

CHILDREN, TEACHING, AND SCHOOLS

Everyone would agree that to teach science a teacher.must know something

about science; he must understand the attitudes, the principles, and the pro-

cedures from which the scientist operates; and he must be able to operate

within this same framework, though at a different level of sophistication. Even

if the science experiences produce the attitudes, the knowledge, and the

process skills described in Chapter 2, there is no assurance that the teacher

will be able to communicate science to children. It is one thing to believe in

conservation of substance; it is another to select activities which will convince

children that such a generalization is plausible. It is one thing to be able to

observe, classify, define operationally, or to make and test a hypothesis; it is

another to lead children to do the same.

This chapter provides some description of the experiences with children and

schools that may facilitate development of skills required to teach science to

children. The USOE Model Projects have been closely examined and an effort

has been made to make these recommendations compatible With the Models.

Reference- in this chapter is purposely made to the teaching of science, al-

though most Of the behaviors that are described may be applicable _to other

areas.
There may be some argument that the behaviors regarding human relations

that are described in this chapter should be used as criteria for screening

students seeking entrance into teacher education, rather than as abilities to

be developed as a part of the preservice program. However they are viewed,

they are behaviors crucial to effective science teaching.

A Suggested Program

Much of what prospective teachers must learn about teaching will develop

out of carefully planned experiences with children and schools. Early experi-

ences of the teacher with children in schools should occur during the first-or

second undergraduate year When the prospeCtive teacher is enrolled in science

and other courses which provide background for his future career. These early

experiences may involve in-class observations and part-time work as a teaching

aide but many of them could be simulation experiences 'presented by film or

video-tape and designed to focus attention on particular science teaching

strategies. Provision should be made for the teacher to suggest possible

strategies that he might use at critical points in the lesson.

The observations and stimulated classroom episodes should be followed by

opportunities for students to teach science lessons; 'first with one -child in

a tutorial, later -to a small ,group in 'a microteaching forniat, and finally, in a
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self-contained classroom or as a member of an instructional team:Many oppor-

tunities should be provided for the student and professional staff to evaluate

the student's teaching performance. Only when the student shows proficiency

in teaching science in a small group te.ching situation should he proceed to

work with larger groups with all of the complex interactions which characterize

the science classroom.

Ideally, the preservice experiences would culminate in an 'internship pro-

gram or assignment to a portal school.16 By this time the teacher would be

largely self-ditected. He would be paid for his work in the portal school and

would teach without constant supervision. However, experienced teachers,

psychologists, consultants, supervisors, test specialists, and others would be

available for consultation should the teacher be faced with a problem he is

not equipped to handle. After one or two years of service the teacher candidate

would be recommended for certification as a fully responsible teacher.

Inherent in this model is the assumption that universities, teacher educa-

tion institutions, and schools can ,and will develop a coalition for the prepara-

tion of teachers. There are compelling reasons to do so. There should be a

consortium of schools and institutions engaged in the preparation of teachers,

so that there can be close cooperation in planning and carrying out teacher

education programs. Regularly scheduled conferences of representatives- of the

colleges and the schools are recommended. Visits to schools by college staff

members can be beneficial both to college faciilty and to teachers. We can no

longer afford to send teachers into schools with new ideas they are never

allowed to implement and to be faced with demands which they are unprepared

to meet. The establishment of adequate relationships between colleges and

schools is one of the institutional standards set forth in Chapter 6.

Cooperative institution and school activities provide for interactions among

faculty and administration from both levels. A consortium or cooperating group

would of course be concerned with the entire teacher education program.,In

addition, attention should be given to special areas such as science teaching.

Scientists and science educators from the institution could become more

familiar with problems and helpful strategies in elementary school science

through teaching in the schools. Elementary school teachers could be con-

sulted in planning college science programs in order that these more realis-

tically reflect the needs of teachers.

The behaviors of science teachers outlined below are presented as a sample.

They represent the skills and competencies that the experience of conference

participants believe to be characteristic of successful elementary teachers. Re-

*The term "portal school" is borrowed from A Model for the Preparation of Elementary School

Teachers developed by Florida State' University under USOE Grant No. Vogel OECO-8-089021-3308(010).

The term refers to schools which have cooperative agreements with universities for the preparation of

elementary teachers 'and have "principals and other status leaders . . . favorably inclined toward in-

novation . . . use some of the 'new' curricula . . . in mathematics, science, or social studies . . . will

be employing organizational
arrangements that include utilization of -.pareprofessionals and teacher

aides . . [and] will make considerable use of new teaching media." P. 118.
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ports from the USOE Model Projects were especially helpful in the developmentof these guidelines.

INSTRUCTIONGuideline VI. The institution, working cooperatively with schools,should provide experiences with children and schools so designed that theteacher develops the skills required for effective instruction in the scienceprogram.

What skills has the institution identified as required foreffective instruction in science?
What systematic method of recording or describing teachingperformance is used to enable prospective teachers and staffmembers to analyze the extent to which instructional skillsare demonstrated?
What evidence is provided that plans for the experienceswith children and schools have been developed cooperativelybetween the institution and the schools involved?What evidence is shown that the schools and colleges work-ing together have provided experience in working with modemscience programs?

Objectives 17

A. Objectives of instruction. Upon being asked the purpose of an acfiityin the classroom, the teacher will be able to describe the objectives of thescience instruction-in precise terms and support his choice of objectives.1. Identify objectives appropriate to developing (a) intellectual or processskills, and (b) concepts in science.
2. Identify examples of objectives which relate to systematic thinking.From a list of science objectives, identify those which require the pupil to useapplication, analysis, or synthesis as defined by Bloom.18

3. Identify examples of objectives which relate to creative thinking.From a list of science objectives, identify those which require the child toformulate a concept on his own, or to plan an investigation without assistance.4. Select objectives for his class in terms of the unique needs and charac-teristics of -his group and individual children in the group.5. Identify or construct instructional modules or units which contribute tospecific goals of science teaching.
Given the objective, "The pupil will be able to distinguish facts from conjectures

or inferences in a variety of situations," select or construct instructional materialswhich contribute to the accomplishment of that objective.

11 Other excellent lists of behavioral
specifications may be found in reports Of the USOE' Model Pro-

jects; see A Competency. Based, Field Centered, Systems Approach to Elementary Teacher Education,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, USOE Contract No.

OEC-8-089022-3318(010). Vol. 1, pp.
54-62; Vol. 2, Appendix F and Appendix H.uBenjamin S. Bloom (ed.). Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain. New York: David
McKay Co. (1956).
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B. The learning environment. The teacher will demonstrate the organization
sand maintenance during instruction of a classroom environment which fosters
is auky.

1. Schedule class time to allow for both group and individual activities
designed to accomplish specific objectives.

2. Demonstrate the introduction of a science activity in such a way that
pupils are motivated to conduct investigations.

3. Create an atmosphere in which children participate freely in planning,
carrying out, and interpreting results of investigations.

4. Use questions to assist children in conducting an investigation without
_telling them what to do or giving away the expected results.

5. Arrange instructional resources in the classroom to maximize pupil inter-
action with the materials.

Collect materials locally to be used in an exercise on classification.
6. Locate and use instructional resources available in the school and com-

munity.
Locate resource books for children to read on the care of animals in the classroom.

7. List sources of science materials.
identify at least three sources of chemicals that might be used in elementaryclassrooms.

C. Instructional strategies. The teacher will demonstrate the ability to select
and use a variety of learning strategies appropriate to various learning require-
ments.

1. Given an objective for science instruction, select materials, media, and
activities in terms of the needs and characteristics of his group and the
individual children in the group.

2. Identify instructional materials and learning activities for different learner
interests and capabilities.

3. Encourage and enable the children to plan, carry -out, and interpret the
results of class or individual investigations.

4. Modify planned strategies as a result of unexpected pupil performance.
5. State the basis for his selection of learning strategies.
6. Demonstrate the ability to use effectively both the hardware and software

of instructional technology and the willingness to learn hoW to use new
technology.

D. Constructing a sequence of learning 'activities. The teacher will construct
a sequence of learning activities on the basis of long-range objectives and
knowledge of prior pupil performance.

1. Select, or construct, alternative learning activities when pupils demon-
strate that they have achieved the o_ bjective of a science activity prior
to its being carried out.
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2. Select, or construct, alternative science activities when the prior instruc-tion has been unsuccessful.
3. Construct appropriate and significant science activities for pupils whoselack of achievement indicates that they are not ready to continue withthe rest of the class.
4. Identify a learning sequence appropriate to the development of skills andattitudes which may emerge over a long (at least two-month) timeinterval.
5; Identify the experiences, information, and conceptual knowledge pre-requisite to specific science principles, laws, and theories.
6. Relate curriculum and methodology to the development of logicalprocesses in children.
E. Evaluation of pupil progress. The teacher will demonstrate the use ofvarious individual and group assessment devices to determine whether speci-fied objectives have been met and other desirable outcomes have beenachieved.

1. Select, or construct,' and administer science assessment items whichrequire pupils to use concepts in new contexts and inquiry skills in newproblem situations.
2. Distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable responses to assess-ment items in science.
3. Use various assessment devices to determine the degree to which pupils

possess necessary prerequisites for a learning task in science.
4. Use the results of evaluation in planning subsequent science learningactivities.
5. -Describe the results of evaluation to pupils and parents so that it isclear whether the pupil is or is not making reasonable prOgress inscience.

RELATIONS WITH CHILDREN
Guideline !IL The institution should insure' that the teacher possessesskills required for effective human relations with children in the class.room by carefully and continually screening. candidates for the temehereducation program, and providing experiences in which students developthe desired behaviors.

What skills in relations with children must the teacher dem-onstrate in order to be recommended for _certification?
What screening piocedures and learning"experiences are pro-vided to assure that teachers possess the desired behaviors?

Objectives

A. Recognition of the importance of individual children. The, teacher willdemonstrate the ability to accept pupils as individuals by responding to mani-festations of individual differences in a controlled, manner.
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1. Demonstrate ability to guide pupils who are creative, who ask probing

questions and who present challenging ideas in science.

2. Exhibit competence in working with the pupil who has poor manipulative

skills in handling equipment or who is slow in acquiring process skills

by providing experiences in which the child can succeed, by giving words
Of encouragement, and by deferring required performance when the

child shows evidence of extreme frustration.

3. Demonstrate empathy, appreciation, and ability to work with children
of divergent backgrounds and interests that affect their motivation for

participation in science experiences.

4. Demonstrate empathy toward pupils with personal problems by modify-

ing requirements for the individual and obtaining professional outside

help where necessary.

5. Encourage the child to express himself in those ways which are most
familiar and understandable to the child, in speech patterns other than
the conventional, allowing the child to express himself in a variety of

ways, such as through pictures, demonstrations, models, and role play-

ing activities.

6. Demonstrate faith in the ability of each child to make a valid contribu-
tion to the solution of the group's problems by listening to and accepting

the ideas and suggestions of each pupil.

7. Demonstrate the ability to assist pupils in becoming more sensitive to

the needs and capacities of other pupils, by encouraging them to ask
questions of each other, to respond to the questions posed by other
pupils, and to plan together to solve problems.

B. Showing confidence and flexibility in relations with children. The teacher

will demonstrate confidence and flexibility by making reasonable alterations in

teaching procedures in the face of unexpected events.

1. Demonstrate self-control over attitudes, feelings, and emotional reactions

as shown by voice quality or facial and body gestures when responding

to children, and ability to listen to children with interest and involve-

ment.

2. Demonstrate confidence in his knowledge of science by failure to display

frustration or embarrassment in the face of questions that he cannot

answer.

3. Demonstrate the ability to turn ambiguity and unpredictable events
which occur during the course of a science investigation into learning

experiances.

4. Foster an atmosphere in which individual children and small groups

can work independently in science.

5. Demonstrate the ability to guide children in= making plans for a science

activity without making the decisions for them.
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6. Demonstiate the ability to assist pupils in carrying out and in interpret-ing the results without telling them what must be done or what con-clusions are reasonable.

RELATIONS WITH OTHER TEACHERS AND THE ADMINISTRATIONIn his preservice years the teacher must learn about relationships amongmembers of the school staff. He must be able to work effectively with parents,administrators, and other teachers. The development of these abilities is theconcern of Guideline VII. Guidelines of the USOE Model Projects also provideneeded guidance on the development of these important competencies.
When he assumes a teaching position the teacher may be asked to partici-pate in any one of a variety of organizational patterns for instruction. He maybe a self-contained classroom teacher with much or little assistance from help-ing teachers, principals, or other supervisory or administrative personnel. Hemay work as a member of an instructional team, a practice that can be effec-tively used in teaching science. It will be important that he understand therole of the teacher, assistant teacher, teacher aide, educational clerk, mediaaide, science consultant and other members of the instructional staff or team.He should be able to work effectively with all of these people in planning andexecuting science instruction.

In this section and the one which follows, Relations with the Community, thecompetencies identified apply to all teachers and, in general, are not unique forteachers of science. Nevertheless the importance now placed on science, andthe concerns about science felt by many, make these abilities of special im-portance for the science teacher. The authors of this Report and the confer-ence participants are convinced that these competencies should not be over-looked even when attention is focused on science education.

Guideline VIII. The institution should provide experiences which willenable the teacher to develop cooperative working relationships with otherteachers and administrators of the school faculty which he joins and towork effectively in a variety of organizational patterns for science instruc-tion.

.1
f

What evidence is there of the kind of relationships that thestudent has established with other school personnel?What kinds of experiences are planned to assist ,the teacherin developing a sensitivity to the needs, interests, and re-sponsibilities of others?
What experiences are provided in which the teacher func-tions in several different modes of science instruction?
What evidence shows that the experiences, provided areeffective in developing the desired competencies?

A. Relations with other teachers. The teacher will demonstrate his sensitivitytoward, and respect for, other teachers as persons and as professional' col-leagues. He will show appreciation for the contributions of other teachers tothe total school program, to the science program, to each other, and to him.
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1. Demonstrate respect for the opinions of others. Listen to what others

have to say about science and science instruction. Seek rational bases

for the views of others when they are different from his own.

2. Seek assistance and counsel from more experienced colleagues, includ-

ing secondary school science teachers, and take appropriate action.

3. Demonstrate the ability to tolerate differences in values, language, and

behavior patterns of other teachers.

4. Demonstrate self-control by not showing frustration or anger in the face

of probing questions or ideas which challenge his own position.

5. Exhibit courage and confidence in his ability by taking considered action

that may be criticized by others. Agree or disagree with policy set by

teacher groups and give reasons for his position.

6. Demonstrate the ability to show appreciation for the achievement of

his colleagues, and recognition given this achievement.

B. Relations with the administration. The teacher will demonstrate the same

sensitivity toward, and respect for, the administration of the school, as he

shows for his fellow teachers. The behaviors described under A are applicable

to administrators as well as teachers, and there are, in addition, some special

relationships which he needs to be prepared to carry out with emotional

maturity.

1. Demonstrate respect for the authority that the school system has placed

in the office of the administrator.

2. Where differences of opinion arise concerning the science program, pre-

sent evidence in support of the teacher's point of view.

C. Relations as a member of an instructional team. The teacher will demon-

strate the ability to contribute to cooperative team planning of science instruc-

tion, and to work in a team without alienating others or becoming alienated.

1. Demonstrate the ability to cooperate in team planning by negotiating

and accepting compromises while developing or prescribing science

activities to be carried out by the cooperating team.

2. Modify teaching behaviors consistent with cooperative teaching.

3. Direct a teacher aide in a task supporting the team effort without alienat-

ing the aide.

4. Modify the directions given to supporting personnel on the basis of their

suggestions.

5. Accept directions or help from another member of an instructional team

in science without demonstrating personal disaffection.

RELATIONS WITH THE COMMUNITY

In his preservice years the teacher must learn about schools and their rela-

tionship to the community. He must be able to work effectively with parents.



He will be called upon to meet with community groups interested in the

schools, and he should be prepared to listen to their ideas and present his own

in a straightforward and confident manner. The importance now placed on

science by many in the community will provide the science teacher special

opportunities to discuss his school's science program. As a part of his prep-

aration -to work cooperatively with the community,- he must learn about the

school as a part of the community and the school as an essential part of a

democratic society.

Guideline IX. Experiences in schools and in a community should be

provided to develop a sensitivity toward, and an appreciation for, the
school as a part of the community and as a democratic institution, and

for individuals in the community.
What kinds of experiences are planned to assist in develop-
ing a sensitivity for and an appreciation of the valhes of the
community in which he teaches?
What kinds of experiences are planned to enable the teacher
to learn about schools as an essential part of the community
and national well-being?
What evidence is there of the kind of relationships the
teacher establishes with adults of occupation and interests
different from his own?

A. Relations with parents. The teacher will demonstrate his understanding

that good relations with parents can be an important asset in the development

of an effective science program.

1. Describe the results of evaluation to parents so that it is clear whether

the pupil is making reasonable progress in science.

2. Recognize the personal concern of a parent for his child, and show

respect and appreciation for this concern.

3. Show patience when a parent values his child's welfare above that of

the class as a whole.

4. ) emonstrate respect for the opinion of parents.

5. Encourage parents to relate out-of-school science experiences in which

their children are involved.

B. Relations with the community. The teacher will take into account the

local community values and institutions as he works with his class and in his

school, and will demonstrate an active interest in local community values and

institutions.
1. Demonstrate a knowledge of the science resources of a community and

the ability to capitalize on these resources to create a more effective

teaching situation in science.
A 'child's parent who is a scientist is invited to assist children with individual

study projects.
A visit to a conservation dam is planned.

2. Present science experiences which allow pupils to reexamine prejudged

values and stereotypes.
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3. Become aware of local values, including attitudes toward science and

science education.

4. Demonstrate an active interest through participation in local community

affairs.

5. Indicate through his actions an acceptance of the people of the com-

munity though he may disagree with some of their values and mores.

C. The School as a democratic institution. The teacher will demonstrate his

knowledge of the school as a part of a community, and as an essential demo-

cratic institution in society.

1. Demonstrate pride in his school and his profession, and in the kinds of

zcience experiences that children in his class are having.

2. Recognize the role of the school in community life.

3. Take an active interest in local, state, and national affairs that affect

education and its support
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THE TEACHER AS A LIBERALLY EDUCATED PERSON

This Report would be incomplete without full recognition of the importance
A liberal education in the preservice education of elementary teachers. All
teachers must be liberally educated persons, and consideration of this require-
ment must be foremost in the development of teacher education programs. But
the seven conferences were not structured to involve all of the many persons
Nho must have a part in the planning and carrying out of liberal education
programs. Because of this, no attempt has been made to provide guidelines for
liberal education, even though this responsibility of teacher education institu-

tions is clearly recognized.19
Liberal education is commonly defined by a prescribed number of courses

in the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and the arts. Robert Bush

describes it as "an education which liberates the mind from the shackles of
prejudice and superstition and the confines of a single milture, that pe;mits
one to move freely and joyfully in the past and the present an_ d to speculate
objectively with his fellow men about the future." 20

Such a definition admits that a liberal education is not achieved by the
simple acquisition of a core of knowledge, however complete it may be. It
must include an understanding of the interrelationships among ideas and
people. It is an active pursuit which never ends.

Many activities other than formal courses can contribute to a liberal edu-
cation. Colleges provide valuable informal experiences in the form of concerts,
lectures, and plays; in some colleges, students attend these activities; iti none

are they a way to satisfy requirements for graduation. Is it not possible to
encourage participation in these and Other informal activities as a means of
satisfying the need for a liberal education? Why not provide areas in dormi-
tories or in student centers where students can paint, make pottery, and do
wood or metal work? Off-campus experiences such as living or working in a
ghetto area, visiting courtrooms or hospital emergency rooms, or working for
agencies where the student would have close contact with segments of society
with which he lacks familiarity could contribute to the student's education in
a way that is impossible through formal study.
_Far too little has been done to recognize the contribution that such activities

can make toward the education of the liberal man. Procedures can and should
be devised to include informal learning experiences in the liberal education
program, to devise a means to assure that the experiences result in the learn-

1 Se, footnote 6, pa e 9.
is Robert N. Bush, The Formative Years" in The Real World of the BeginningTeacher. Report-of the

1965 Conference of the National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards,
National.Education Association (1966) p. 4.



ing that was intended, and to recognize the contribution that is made to thedegree program.

Informal experiences can help students relate ideas to the "real world" of
people and social institutions and to associate the ideas from one field of studywith those from another. But the organization of formal courses must also be
considered. There is a place for interdisciplinary courses and a great deal morecan be done in courses within a discipline to relate ideas to other fields. Certainlectures by sociologists could contribute to the course in biolOgy, historianscould contribute to the course in chemistry, anthropologists have something
to say about ancient history, economists about urban culture. Such 'possibilities
are limited only by the energy and imagination of the professor.

Appropriate science experiences can also contribute to the liberal educationof teachers. However, as Arnold Arons points out 21 "little of . . . the intel-lectual component of the study of science has penetrated the text books andother course materials used in general,education programs." It is not enoughsimply to teach students the results of scientific inquiry and to expect themto develop intellectual insights into the scientific process by themselves. To
be liberally educated in science, teachers should learn that scientific conceptsare created by acts of human intelligence and are not merely objects that are
discovered. Arons suggests, for example, that it would contribute to the liberaleducation of a student if he were to understand that Galileo intuitively selectedthe concept of falling bodies, change of 'velocity with time, rather than the
alternative, equally logical, but less elegant concept of change of velocity Withdistance. By means such as this students would' "have the, opportunity toexamine what happened, to relive some of the intellectual experience, and toanalyze and assess lhe line of thought, recognize its logic, its strengths andits limitations." 22

Three questions must be considered by those who design experiences forteachers in the area of liberal education: How does one equip 'the leacher
emotionally and intellectually for the uncertain world of the future? How does
one develop the capacity and disposition for continuous learning? How does
one develop a sensitivity toward and appreciation for individualsincludingthose individuals whoie ideas are different from his own?

The acquisition of the behaviors described in the objectives of Chapters 2and 3 will contribute to the goals implied by these questions and thus' con-tribute to the liberal education program.
In this age of rapid social change, instant communication, and accelerated

technological development, the need for better understanding among individ-
uals from different cultural traditions is more important than ever before in
history. Our society is troubled by individuals who question the values of our
institutions and the effectiveness of our political systems. Society is confronted

"Science; The Art of Inquiry," Arnold Arons, In Change in Higher Education, May-June 1969,pp. 31.35.
leld,-13- 33
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by the fact that various ethnic groups have been deprived of opportunities that
are taken for granted by others. The disparity between the material wealth of
different nations is forcefully displayed by the mass media. Ail of these forces
compel each individual to question his philosophical position and his obligation
as a citizen of the world. Surely a liberal education should prepare teachers to
face these and other social issues openly and with rational consideration.

Educators must face the fact that much of what we teach today will be
obsolete or irrelevant in the near future. Perhaps the most important

of the liberal man is hii ability to keep informed and his willingness to
adapt to changing conditions. We must educate for the future.

Experiences that prepare teachers for the futurethat prepare them for
continual self-renewal and rational adjustment to inevitable changeare an
essential part of their preparation. Experiences in science and with children
and schools contribute to the development of necessary attitudes and skills
but t_ hey will not be sufficient. It will be necessary for many other groups to
give serious consideration to this problem and to provide the needed guidelines
and descriptions of behavior that characterize the liberal man.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Development Projects

Science Programs

College science courses should be developed which will accomplish the
objectives outlined in Chapter 2 and which will provide a more appropriate
model for teaching science to children. Several new promising science courses
for college students who are not science majors have been prepared in recent
years. However, performance specifications are not stated for these courses and
little provision, is made for individualized instruction. The relationship between
what is taught in the courses and what is taught in schools is not always dear.

It is possible for each institution to develop its own science materials but
the personnel and financial resources that would be required for the under-
taking that is envisioned preclude this procedure. It is desirable that sets of
materials be developed by a number of different groups so that the teacher
education institutions will have several programs from which to choose. The
programs should be developed cooperatively by specialists in science and
specialists in education, including educational psychologists. The materials
should be field tested and carefully evaluated before they are widely used.
Some suggested characteristics of a science program for teachers are outlined
below.

Objectives: The science requirement for elementary teachers and the in-
structional materials that they would study would be based on perform-
ance objectives. With necessary elaboration and modification the objec-
tives outlined in Guidelines I through V could provide the framework for
these specifications.

Assessment: Assessment devices which correspond to the performance
objectives would be developed to evaluate quantitatively the effectiveness
of the instructional materials. The quantitative results- of performance
assessments should be the major criteria in deciding on needed revision
of the instructional materials.

Individualized instruction:23 The instruction would be individualized so that
students can satisfy the requirements in different ways and in different
lengths of time. In support of the individualized instruction, entry level
tests (Does the student possess the prerequisites for the course?) and

m Both the Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS) at Florida State University and the Audio
Tutorial program at Purdue University have characteristics of individualized instruction:- Although
neither of these provides an exact model for the materials that should be, developed, each contains
Ideas that could be incorporated.
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diagnostic tests (What competencies in the course does the student al-

ready possess?) should be designed. Students who demonstrate a particu-
lar competency before instruction would by-pass activities designed to

develop that competency.
Inquiry: The instructional materials in_the proposed science program
would- emphasize the processes -of,science as well as science, concepts.
Process is used in a broad sense; emphasis should be on 'developing the
skills of scientific inquiry rather than on accumulated 'knowledge.

.,
COncepts: A science course which emphasizes process should alSo teach
science concepts. Concepts should be drawn from aieas':normallitreated-
in the new elementary science courses.-- .

,

Laboratory: The course would be organized. around- the laboratory, in
the broadest sense of the word, including field work, and students_ shOuld

have opportunities to conduct investigations of their 'own design. Student
Progress should be checked frequently-and Temedial activities or alterna-
tive exercises prescribed when they are needed.

,

Integrated sequenCest-'1"be-Science experiences for elementary - teachers
_would comprise an integrated sequence including physical, biological;- and

earth sciences. As a first step, major improvements could be made if
separate materials in physical scienee, including earth science, and bio-
logical science Were developed.

Relevance and interest:. Emphasis should b_ e placed on the careful selec-
tion of science e_ xperiences that will be both relevant and enjoyable.
Materials should be developed that treat problems- related:to the impact
of science and technology; on society and the environment. The limitations

.,as well as the power of science - should be considered.

Development _of coures =Iwith- thete characteristics -must' respond to the
reality -of large enrollments and limited resources. Alternatives must- be.sought
for -effecting-,desired learning among large numbers of _students by- small
numbers of qualified profesSors. A person of professional rank should have
primary -responsibility for the organization of each course, and he -should be
provided an adequate number of assistants: to perform instructional,. technical,
and clerical functions. The professor must have direct contact with the stu-
dents enrolled and the students must haVe ample opportunities to :discuss
scientific concepts with the staff and with each other. Furthermore it will not
be' enoUgh to provide student materials'alone. Written teacher's guides should
be develOped.simultaneousljeWith new course Materials designed fciiitudents.

-,Conducting studies of science teaching, practices. AssuMing that the future
science teaching practices of the elementary school teacher will be strongly.
influenced bylhe style of teaching in hit college science courses, a number of

-sa Laboratory refers not to a, room in a -building or- a, section of a course, but -to; the concept of
"hands on."



aspects of the college science program should be carefully considered. Someof these are:

1. Interaction patterns between professor and student and between studentand student.

2. The climate Of the learning environment.
3. Individualization of instruction.
4. Active participation of students in setting goals for their own learning.
5. Greater emphasis on laboratory investigations than on lectures.
6. Laboratory investigation rather than cookbook laboratory manuals.7. Use of a variety of learning materials rather than a single textbook.
8. Attitude toward science and learning.

Education Programs

There is a need for new materials and new approaches in education- as wellas science. The USOE Model Projects provide ample suggestions- for the de-velopment of these materialstheir influence could be revolutionary. Thefocus of these programs is on preparation of the elerrientary teacher, withoutspecific reference to disciplines as such,. but the framework of these Modelsand their philotophy have many implications fOr preparation: to teach science..If professors of education with special interest and responsibility for prepara-tion to teach science have participated in planning the science experiences,as it is strongly recommended that they bei then they will be in a better poti-tion to develop educational materials that supplement the science ,experiencesmaking use of many ideas in the Model Projects.
Freth approaches and new directions are needed' in programs to provideexperiences with children and schools. Specific behaviors desirable fOr teach-ing science to children' should be identified first. It is then recommended thatptojectt be implemented in which experiences planned- to develop thesebehaviors are provided through modules of instruction, seminars, readings,-research participation, or other structures without the limitations of credits andtraditional courses.

Some characteristics of proposed development projects are the following:
Objectives: The education requirement for elementary teachers and theinstructional materials that they would study should be based on per_formance objectives which specify the behaviors desirable for teaChingscience to children. With necessary elaboration and modification theobjectives outlined in this Report under Guidelines VI through -IX Couldprovide the fremeWork for theie specifications:

AsseisMent: Assessment devices which,:correspond to the performanceobjectives must be developed to evaluate the 'effectiveness of the instruc-tional materials. The quantitative' results of performance assessmentshould be used to suggest modifications of the education progranv
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Individualized instruction: It is recommended that much of the instruc-
tion be individualized so that students can satisfy the requirements- in
different ways and in different -lengths of time. In support of the individ-
ualized instruction entry tests (Does the student possess the prerequisites
needed for the course?) and diagnostic tests (What competencies in the
course does the student already possess?) must be designed. Students
who demonstrate a particular competency before instruction would by-
pass activities designed to develop that competency.
Service centers: "Professional service centers" in teacher training insti-
tutions should be established where the students could obtain advice
about, problems they encounter in teaching without the threat that is often
associated with taking problems to- college supervisors or cooperating
teachers. Such centers should have specialists in testing, in audio-visual
materials, and in systemic design of teaching methods, and psychol-
ogists available for consultation by students.

Vicarious teaching experiences: Filmed classroom episodes showing good
science teachirig, and associated study materials in which the prospective
teacher identifies appropriate teaching strategies should be prepared.

. Micro-teaching: Simulation and micro teaching materials designed
especially for-teaching science should be prepared. The materials should
be arranged in sequence to progress from teaching one child, to two or
three, to larger groups as preparation for teaching science in the usual
class of thirty or more.

Practical experiences: Organization of seminars,onr-orieo-fitibre of the
new elementary programs including :opportunities to teach units from
theSe programs to children is. recommended.

Independent investigations: "Invitations to Inquiry," a colleCtion of Sug-
gested investigations in science which- could be done by teachers inde-
pendently or in small groups outside formal class' organizations, ShOld
be developed.'

Action research: Students and teachers should have responsibilities in
research. and development projects related to college and pre-college
science education. ,The involvement itself could lead to, greater under-.
standing of and more positive attitudes toward learning and teaching
science. It would provide a major personnel resource necessary to ac-
complish development and change in science education. Experiences, in
which teams of students and professors, cooperate in the development
and field trial of experimental, units in science should be provided.

Cooperative Arrangements with Schools
Personnel in colleges who are responsible for the preparation, of teachersneed closer contact with changing programs in the schools. Models which
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provide for sharing the responsibility for teacher education between college
and school personnel are needed. Such models should provide for joint financ-
ing of programs and for cooperative efforts in making decisions about the
program. Provision should be made for classroom teachers to assume active
roles in that part of the preservice program carried out in the college and for
college professors to provide services during that part of the program carried

out in the schools.25
If teachers are prepared by the preservice program to teach new elementary

school science programs, personnel in schools must lend support and en-
couragement. Such support is often missing because school administrators
and concerned parents do not understand the new science programs and

resist the changes which are being encouraged. Structured procedures at the
state and local level may also inhibit recognition and acceptance of new pro-
grams. Such resistance is real and important. Its causes must be understood
and dealt with."

There are several possibilities for projects aimed at educating the public
and school officials as to the methods and purposes of new science programs.
Conferences for administrators represent one; the inclusion of administrators
in inservice programs for teachers is another. Still another suggestion is that
an "elementary science sampler" including materials from several of the new
elementary science curriculum projects be prepared to introduce laymen to the

new programs_ Filmed materials which show these materials being taught might
be included to give an idea of ways modern science is taught to children.27

Research Projects

Science Programs

The effectiveness of college courses and programs is taken too much for
granted. By demonstration we see exciting course outlines, we hear stimulat-
ing lectures, we observe interested students, and we know many excellent
teachers who were graduated from these programs. To date very lithehas
been done to measure how the college science experiences affect what the ele-
mentary school teacher does in the classroom and how effective he is in
developing an attitude of scientific inquiry in his pupils. Effects of college
courses and programs, while complicated by a multitude of difficult-to-control
variables, should be studied by carefully designed research projects.

25 Programs developed at the University of Maryland and the University of New Moxico are repre-
sentative of the kind of cooperation described here. Brief descriptions of these two programs may be
found in Teacher Education: issues and Innovations, the 1968 Yearbook of the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education.

26 For an excellent discussion of sources of resistance see: Watson, Goodwin, "Resistance to Change",
Concepts for Social Change, pp. 10.25. Edited by Goodwin Watson. Washington, D.C.: National Training
Laboratories, NEA (1967).

27 Elementary Science Information Unit. Far West Laboratory of Educational Research and Develop
ment, Berkeley, California.
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It is recommended that research emphasis and priority be assigned in the
following areas:

1. To determine what the competencies of the elementary teacher of
science should be. The Guidelines of this report may be considered to
be testable hypotheses of desirable competencies.

2. To determine whether these competencies are being achieved in the
teacher's preservice college science experiences.

3. To determine whether the pupils of the elementary teacher, who has
achieved the competencies that have been identified, develop desirable
competencies in science.

The importance of ,klentification and control of variables in specific studies
relat4d to these three areas). cannot be overemphasized. The research will
require real expertise and probably would best be undertaken by teams of
researchers that include scientists, specialists in learning and elementary edu-
cation; and/statisticians with competence in research design.
-? The guidelines of this report indicate the variety of teacher outcomes which
must be related to progran, characteristics. Other teacher outcomes that are
important shota alsq be examined. For example, a teacher's feelings about

4 science an the elementarye values of teaching science in the elementa school appear to
be crucial factors in effective elementary science teaching. Other important out-
come,s include. the teacher's ability and willingness to relate science experi-
ences in Other subject fields. Work is needed to relate preservice science
program characteristics to the outcomes indicated in the guidelines of this
Report. Other desirable outcomes of the science program that might be the
subject of research are how to develop the following attitudes and perform-
ances in teachers.

That science is lively and interesting.
That scientific inquiry can be carried on in elementary classrooms.
That he can adequately deal with investigations even though he does not
know the "right answer."
That he can adequately deal with and learn new subject matter in science.
That methods, of teaching science can be transferred to the teaching of
"nonscience" subjects.
That science !earnings and experiences are connected to social !earnings
and experiences.

That science experiences are used as a vehicle for the development of)
skills in writing and artistic representation.

Several of the committees who studied the Preliminary Report suggested
that research should be done on the personal characteristics and attitudes
that are necessary to be an effective elementary school teacher, including
those attitudes that are most desirable for a teacher of science. It was further
suggested that such a study should start with the student entering "e011ege,
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continue through the pre-service years, and into the initial teaching experi-

ences. In addition to research relating personal characteristics and attitudes
'')r effective elementary school science teaching, research already, done and
in progress on the concerns of prospective teachers should be studied for pos-
sible use in research and program development.28

Programs With Children And Schools

In addition to the research projects suggested for the preservice science

program, research in experiences with children and schools was also con-
sidered at the AAAS conferences. Some of the suggested projects were quite
specific, others were broad. Among the specific proposals were the following.

If the teacher is engaged in planning as well as carrying out investigations
in his college science program, does he do a better job of teaching science

modules to children than if his college science investigations had been

planned for him?

What kinds of classroom behavior will enable' he teacher to increase class
participation by more children, for example, does the length of time the
teacher waits before asking another question or calling on another child
increase class participation by slow children? 29

Will Pupils acquire a` partictilar behaviOr, such as the ability to construct
a test of a hypothesis, faster if they are taught in large groups, small
groups, or indiVidually?

Other somewhat less sharply defined questions were raised, concerning the
effect of preservice_ experiences with children on the teacher's performance
in the work situation.

Will early contact with children make prospective teachers aware of prob-
lems of teaching science to children and in turn increase the value of their
other college experiences?

How well does the teacher's performance in micro -teaching and simulated
classroom situations predict his later performanoe in the schools?

Other quettions relate to the teacher's attitude toward science.

To what extent can these attitudes be changed ?' How do these attitudes
develop in the first place?

Is it true, as some educators' suggest, that inept teaching. by graduate
assistants results in the alienation toward science so frequently observed
in 'elementary teachers? If so, would it be postible to prevent such,aliena-
tion by providing graduate assistants with special training to teach?

See Frances F. Fuller, "Concerns of, Teachers: A Development Conceptualization," American Edu-
cational Research Journal, Vol. 6, No. 2, March 1969, pp. 207-226; idem, "Intensive Individualization of
Teacher Preparation in_Mental Health and Teacher. Education, ", 46th Yearbook of the Association of
Student Teachers, 1967, pp. 151.187. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown.

$9 This topic was suggested by work done by Mary Budd Rowe at Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
vorelty.
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Two broad areas of needed research were identified: the cost effectiveness

of different instructional procedures, and ways that needed changes in social

institutions such as colleges and schools can be brought about.

Thorough study of the many questions pertaining to the preparation of

elementary teachers will require decades, and improvements are needed now.

We cannot wait for research to provide all of the useful measurements before

we decide on our educational shoes. But just as shoes are replaced, so are

educational practices. By continuing effort in both development and research,

the improvements in preservice education of .elementary teachers that are

needed today can eventually be brought into being, some of them within a

few years, if the effort and support is as massive as the need dictates.



6

INSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS

The purpose and primary force of this Report is to describe competenciesthat will enable elementary teachers to provide exciting and profitable scienceexperiences for .children. The competencies have been derived from nineguidelines stating what the elementary teacher should be able to do whenhe has completed a preservice program. The guidelines are applicable to plan-ning, executing, and evaluating preservice science education programs forelementary teachers.
This chapter states five institutional standards that seem essential if theinstitution is to be able to achieve the broad goals set forth in the guidelines.These standards are guidelines to institutions in establishing a framework inwhich effective teacher education programs can function.

A Cooperative Enterprise

Responsibility for teacher education programs is properly placed on many'individuals and groups associated with institutions of higher education; theschools, state departments of education, professional organizations, and thepublic served. Greater invoivement of all of these individuals and groups isextremely important in all phases of teacher education from initial planningthrough evaluation, teacher placement, and follow-up after graduation. Thisbroad involvement is also important for special parts of the teacher education
program, including preservice science teacher education to which the standardsare directed."

Standard 1. The institution should make certain that science and ele-mentary
education

departments share the responsibility for the preservicescience education of elementary teachers and that in meeting' this, respon-sibility These departments cooperate fully with each other and with schools,slate departments of education, and interested persons and agencies.
What evidence is there of sharing of responsibility by scien-tists and teacher educators?
What are the relationships of the institution with otheragencies that can contribute to the preservice science educa-tion of elementary teachers?
Do college staff members know what is going on in elemen-tary school science classes, and do school personnel workwith the college faculty in developing elementary teachereducation programs?

*Questions follow each standard. These questions are included for use by those who will evaluate,the programs.



Staff

The most critical factor in good teaching is the staff. In no segment of

her education is excellence of teaching more important than that in the

cher education program. The quality of planning for teacher education,

inseling future teachers, leadership in both class and out-of-Hass science

3eriences of prospective teachers, and the search for knowledge through

search and development also depend upon staff competence. Some members

the staff should have had experience in teaching elementary school science;

d all of them should be knowledgeable about recent research and develop-

ant projects related to elementary school science. Participation in such prof-

is is an exceedingly valuable experience for one who teaches courses for

eservice elementary school teachers.

Standard 2. The institution should insure that the science preparation

elementary teachers is under the direction of a professional staff which

ir) exhibits competencies' in science; (b) is knowledgeable about ekrnen-

try school methods and programs; and (c) works cooperatively- with

illeagues in other departments.

What evidence is provided that those individuals who teach

science to elementary teachers are competent in the science

that they teach?
What evidence is provided that those individuals who teach

science to elementary teachers are familiar with materials

and techniques used to teach science in elementary schools?

What- evidence exists that those individuals responsible for

the science preparation of elementary teachers are provided

necessary time and material resources to develop courses

and programs deemed appropriate for elementary "eachers?

Curriculum

Next in !ArpOrtance to staff- is the curriculum for the presenrice science, edu-

ation of elementary teachers. The nine guidelines provide the framework

won which the curriculum of science and science teaching experiences can 'be

cased. Curriculum as used her refers to all experiences that the,institution

provides to assist the proSpective teaaher'in acquiring competencies needed for

teaching science to children.

Standard 3. The institution should structure a curriculum, designed to:

(a) provide a,. full liberal, education jar the, future teacherisincludisw

strong science component; (b) prepare the student :for ;life as, a useful

citizen- and responsible leader in a' society whose every aspect is,conditioned

by science; (c) enable the student to become a. proficient-wisf knowledge-

able teacher of science and -other subjects that he called upon to

teach; and. (d) enable AA studink to be confident _ofisis profissioital role

as a science teacher, and of' the, importtince,of fr)itatfrofis:, tor, graligsty.



Which parts of the curriculum contribute most to theteacher's liberal education?
What evidence is there that the teacher will become a usefulcitizen and responsible leader?
What kinds of evidence are available that the student is aproficient and knowledgeable teacher of science?How does the institution judge the degree of confidence inthe importance of teaching on the part of the preserviceteacher?

Individualizing instruction
In this report, individualizing instruction means that the past Tzperienceand the learning rate of each student are considered when instruction isplanned. It means that experiences are assigned on an individual basis. Itdoes not mean that a single person is the learning audience; some instructionmay be done better in groups and some may be done better with individuals.The most efficient organization for a particular type of learning is still a matterfor research. It is the belief that instruction can be made more efficient andmeaningful when students are considered individually that led to Standard 4.

Standard 4. Institutions which prepare teachers should make everyeffort to allow for individual differences among students by planning in-struction so that students may progress at diffierent rates and by givingcredit in completing program requirements for learning that is acquiredbefore entering college or that is acquired through informal experiencesduring college.

What procedures are used to determine those competenciesthat students possess in a given field at the time they beginthe appropriate college courses?
What procedures are used whereby students may bypassinstructional segments designed to teach what they havepreviously demonstrated they can do?
What evidence is provided that students may have a choicein determining how they will acquire a given competency?

FaCilities and Materials
Throughout this report the emphasis is on the competeridea that elementaryteachers should exhibit.- There is' no intent to describe -the equipment;- thewritten" materials,' or the 'laboratory' facilities that .colleges" and OniVersitiesshOuld, have to conduct a teacher education prOgram. Still, it is not uncommonfor elementary teachers to take all of their science courses without labOratoryexperience: Many elementary teachers are graduated without an "opportunityto See: eqUipmerit 'and materials designed for teaching' science to elementaryschool 'children..Libraries 'that' they use-'have few bdokb that may: be used' forreference when 'planning science' experiencet' for Children. "'s
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Standard 5 makes explicit the desire for proper facilities for the teaching

of science to teachers. It pertains to conditions that should be provided by the

teacher preparation institution.

Standard 5. The institution should (a) provide laboratory facilities

which will accommodate student activities that range from predetermined

exercises proposed by the professor to student-constructed experiments;

(b) furnish science equipment and materials similar to those in elementary

schools; and (c) provide reference' books suitable for we in a school

setting.
What facilities are provided for teachers to conduct labora-

tory activities?
What kinds of equipment, materials, and books are provided

which enable
teachers to prepare to teach science in ele-

mentary schools?
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STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Participants in the four conferences held in October and November, 1969,
made many suggestions for implementation of this report. They further recom-
mended that these suggestions be referred to special groups for initiation. A
number of recommendations were addressed to AAAS and the Commission on
Science Education. The Commission will make a major effort to respond, but
change can be effected only with the cooperation of the National Association
of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification and many other indi-
viduals and groups. The conference recommendations for implementation fol-
low. Your assistance is solicited in carrying out those of the recommendations
appropriate for your situation.

Colleges and Universities Preparing Teachers
1. Assume responsibility through cooperation of departments of science

and education for establishing competencies for elementary teachers
consistent with these Guidelines; accept responsibility for the develop-
ment of these competencies, recognizing that competencies can be
developed in courses and in many other ways through appropriate
experiences; accept responsibility for developing procedures for evalu-
ating-the success of students in achieving these competencies.

2. Advise students planning to teach in elementary schools early in their
college career about the competencies needed in teaching elementary
school science, and describe experiences that will help them develop
these competencies.

3. Seek teachers with the specified competencies to act as cooperating
teachers.

4. Make one person on each campus responsible for stimulating and
coordinating the implementation of these guidelines.

5. Conduct discussion sessions among college faculties and students,
recent graduates, elementary school teachers, district administrators
and supervisors. Every opportunity should be taken to generate formal
and informal discussions of the Report.

6. Consider' the Report in the perspective of its significance asbeing
prepared by a national project jointly sponsored by AAAS and NASDTEC
and involVing 500 participants in seven conferences.

7. Maintain an internal structure developed for study of this Report for
continuing dialogue and consultation among scientists, teacher edu-
cators, and the schools.



8. Plan seminars to demonstrate the new elementary school science pro-

grams as background for discussion and implementation of the Report.

9. Prepare reports describing how these guidelines and recommendations

are being used in your college for presentation at professional meet-

ings and for publication in professional journals.

10.- Provide for review of the Report by disciplines other than science for

possible application in these disciplines and support in developing the

competencies.

11. Encourage teachers of science education courses to use teaching

strategies that they want elementary teachers to use.

12. Plan research and development projects so that faculties become

actively involved in finding answers to questions related to the pre-

service science education of elementary teachers.

13. Plan preparation programs for paraprofessionals who will be able to

make it more feasible for schools to offer effective modem elementary

school science programs.

State and Regional Action

These recommendations are phrased for state action but they apply equally

well for regional action, involving a part of a state or several states.

1. Conduct state-wide meetingS of scientists, teacher educators, state

department personnel, school administrators, teachers, and lay leaders

for discussion of the Report and ways of using it.

2. Identify an individual in each state who will be responsible for dis-

semination of these guidelines and encouragement for their imple-

mentation; and to establish communication 'with state professional

associations. He should be assisted by w state committee.

3. Solicit 'navies of potential leaders for state consideration of guidelines

and other leadership roles from such groups as the Council of State

Science Supervisors, Council of State Elementary Consultants, Academy

of Science, State Science Teachers Association, and TEPS Commission.

4. Request state school administrators associations, school board associ-

ations, and PTA's to provide for presentation and discussion of the

Report at their regularly scheduled meetings.

5. Assist state education departments in carrying out their role of stimu-

lating improvement and innovation in teacher education.

6. Inform industry and the lay public about modern programs in elemen-

tary school science and in needed improvements in teacher education.
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7. Submit reviews of the Report and ways in which it has been used for
publication in state journals.

8. Generate pressure from boards of education and administrators to
require that beginning teachers be prepared in compliance with the
guidelines.

State Academies of Science

9. Consider the report and determine appropriate steps for implementa-
tion, including: (a) endorsement by the group; (b) offering assistance
to teacher education institutions and to the state education agency; and
(c) further development of performance objectives in science and in
education.

State Education Agencies

10. Appoint a planning committee to promote widespread introduction and
discussion of the Report.

11. Conduct a state conference on science education for elementary school
teachers, utilizing the Report. Conference goals should be to provide
opportunity for dialogue among the communities of sciences, science
education, and elementary education, and to develop action programs
within the state, including models for operation.

12. Compare the report with state regulations for any possible conflicts
and consequent needed changes in the state standards.

13. Present the report to the state's Professional Education Standards
Board for possible adoption or approval.

14. Use the standards and guidelines in evaluation of teacher education
program approval and/or state accreditation.

15. Serve as clearinghouse for developments within the state and in other
states and communicate periodically to interested grwps within the
state.

16. Maintain relations, with eAAAS and NASDTEC in order to promot effec-
tive use of the standards and guidelines.

>.

Professional Organizations

The assistance of national and state professional organizations in science
and mathematics should be sought to:

1. Distribute copies of the-Report to their members who can make use of it.

2. Provide for presentation' and discussion of the Report at one or more
regular meetings.
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3. Sponsor special conferences for introduction and discussion of theReport.
4. Publicize the Report and uses of it in their journals.5. Develop outlines of materials to assist colleges in providing appropriatepreservice science teacher education experiences, and evaluation instru-ments for determining when prospective teachers possess the desiredcompetencies.
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Appendices

Not all of the suggestions and recommendations of the committees have been
incorporated into the body of the report. Some of these ideas are included in Appendix
B Oder the headings Gems (short statements about desired activities and outcomes),
Science Experiences, Experiences with Children and Schools, Liberal Education, Im-
plementation and Research. Those who read and use this report may find many of
these suggestions helpful.

To keep Chapter 2 from becoming unwieldy, the performance objectives for ,Scien-
tific Knowledge were stated in general terms rather than in detail. However, it was
felt that this treatment of the objectives would not be as helpful as more specific
statements to those developing new science programs. To assist developers of new
programs to prepare their own specific objectives, an example of more detailed ob-
jectives is given in Appendix C for the topic The Composition, Characteristics, and
Structure of Matter.

Appendix A

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

Guidelines

Guideline I. Science for elementary teachers should be taught in the same style
of open inquiry that is encouraged in elementary science programs. The student's
science experiences should develop his ability to actively investigate natural phenom-
ena and should result in his enthusiasm for and confidence in teaching science
through inquiry to children.

Guideline II. Science experiences of elementary teachers should develop in
teachers an appreciation for the historical, philosophical, and current significance of
science to society, and positive attitudes about science which result in a more objec-
tive approach to everyday problems, in improved teaching of science in their class-
room as well as in increased interest in science-related activities.

Guideline III. The science experiences for elementary teachers should develop
competence in inquiry skills or processes of scientific inquiry.

Guideline IV. The content of college science experiences for elementary teachers
should be selected so that the topics studied by teachers provide, as a minimum, an
adequate background for the topics taught in elementary schools.

Guideline V. Science experiences should be selected so as to develop a capacity
and disposition for continuous learning which the teacher should demonstrate by
engaging in science activities which will provide new information and experiences
capable of affecting existing attitudes, ideas, and teaching.

Guideline VI.. The institution, working cooperatively' with schools, should provide
experiences with children and schools so designed that the teacher develops the
skills required for effective instruction in the scienceprogram.

Guideline VII. The institution should insure that the teacher, possesses skills re-
quired for effective human relations with children in the classroom by carefully and
continually screening candidates for the teacher education program and providing ex-
periences in which students develop the-desired behaviors.
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Guideline VIII. The institution should provide experiences which will enable the
teacher to develop cooperative working relationships with other teachers and adminis-
trators of the school faculty which he joins and to work effectively in a variety of or: )ganizational patterns for science instruction.

Guideline IX. Experiences in. schools and in a community should' be
provided to develop a sensitivity toward, and an appreciation for, the school as
a part of the community and as a democratic

institution,, and for individuals in thecommunity.

Standards
Standard 1. The institution should make certain that science and elementaryeducation departments share the responsibility for the preseryicescience education ofelementary teachers and that in meeting this responsibility these departments coop-

erate fully with each other and with schools, state departments of education, andinterested persons and agencies.
Standard 2. The institution should insure that the science preparation of elemen-

tary teachers is under the direction of a professional staff which (a) exhibitS compe-
ence in science; (b) is knowledgeable about elementary school methods and pro-grams; and (c) works cooperatively with colleagues in other departments.Standard 3. The institution should structure a curriculum designed to: (a) pro-
vide a full liberal education for the future teacher, including a strong science compo-
nent; (b) prepare the student for life as a useful citizen_ and responsible leader in a
society whose every aspect is conditioned by science; (c) enable the student Jo hecome a proficient and knoWledgeable teacher of science, and other subjects that he
Will be called upon to teach; and (d) enable the student to be confident Of his profes-
sional role as a science teacher, and of the importance of what he does for society.Standard 4. Institutions which prepare teachers should make every effort toallow for individual differences among students by planning instruction so that stu-dents may progress at different rates and by giving credit in completing program re-
quire' ments for learning that. is acquired- before -entering college_ or-that is acquiredthrough informal experiences during college.

Standard 5. The 'institution should (a) provide laboratory facilities which willaccommodate student activities that range from predetermined
exercises proposed bythe professor to student-constructed experiments; (b) furnish science equipment- andmaterials similar to those in elementary schools; and (c) provide 'reference books

suitable for use in a school setting.

ApPendix B
ADDITIONAL ITEMS FROM THE CONFERENCE REPOR

1. Germ

The deyetopment Of'a science
preassessment instrument foe. elementary,:Cation Majors pis needed.

fv The, teacher edUcatiOn program muit, be extended beyond four:years.
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Use of paraprofessionals in elementary school science programs should beencouraged.

The Report should also be addressed to junior college teachers since manyprospective elementary teachers fulfill their science requirement in junior col-_
lege.

Colleges should provide outdoor laboratory facilities which will facilitate stu
dent activities focussing on environmental science.
School system personnel should be directly involved in every phase of the
development of the preservice science education 'of elementary school
teachers.

Experiences with school children should be provided during each undergrad-uate school year.

Professional societies should develop positive attitudes among science pro-fessors in fostering interdisciplinary cooperation with science educators in
development of the preservice science education of elementary school teachers.

2. Science Experiences

The recommendation that courses in science be taught closer to time of application(not in just the first two years of college) presents real problems since a potentialelementary teacher may not emerge until granting of the B.A. degree. Considerationshould be given to establishing seminar courses in education running in collaborationwith bosic science courses where relevancy and application of the principles to theelementary classroom will be explored. It might also be possible to run an interdisci-plinary course at the upper' division level in which representatives from the variousscientific' disciplines present to student teachers an overview of the concepts theyconsider fundamental to their field. Such presentations would then be followed by apresentation by the teacher primarily interested in methods. This person might giveconsideration to such topics as an overview of units, teaching aids and techniques ap-propriate to presentation of these concepts at the elementary level.
* * *

There is need for an additional specific guideline that would cover the social andhumanistic relationships of science as they apply to such areas as:lhe use and man-agement of natural resources, pollution, technology,, population control, history ofscience, philosophy of science,-and aesthetic values.

3. Experiences with Children and Schools
Prospective teachers are often not identified early enough to provide educationalexperience prior to formal education courses. Programs which begin as early as thefreshman year should be tried. These programs might provide observational or tutorialexperiences in science with children in schools. Through such experiendes, prospec-tive teachers could better decide whetheror not education was the direction to take asa career and the institution could better evaluate the quality of the individual as to ac-ceptance or rejection intothe credential program.

* * *
It should be recognized that it may not be possible to develop the 'desired coupe=tencies, In science during the traditional, preservice education of elementary teachers.

MoreoVer, until the teacher has been exposed' to the class** hescannot,lUllY aPpre.ciate the problems of teaching science. The first few "years`are most Critical in this'respect. Every school system' should establish a cooperative arrangement' with a local



college or university to provide continuing supervision and training in science in allelementary teachers during their first two or three years of service.
* *

It Is recommended that provision be made for field experiences in more than onetype of school, at more than one level, and in more than one type of community, sothat the students are given additional frames of references from which to make com-parisons and future educational decisions. It is suggested further that similar pro-vision be made for developing differentiated roles of teachers. This might be reflectedin the report by indicating several alternative sequences of experiences that might befollows 1.

4. Liberal Education

Science being 'a human endeavor, the teacher as a liberally educated person shouldseek to be continually aware of the moral responsibilities for the use of science andshOuld seek to keep students aware of these social issues. The scientific enterpriseshould provide resources for actively reducing racism, increasing respect for theindividual and promoting the proper use of the environment The report should reflectthis more strongly.
- ,

5. Implementation

The impact of the student demand for change in styles of teaching- and contentcurrently being felt throughout the nation in colleges and universities is also affectingteacher training in those 'institutions. It seems highly opportune, therefore, that theteacher accreditation associations be contacted in the several states and regions aswell as nationally, by AAAS in the interest of the new program in preservice educationof science teachers.
We suggest that a most helpful first step would be the preparation, by AAAS incooperation with accreditation and certification agencies, of criteria, which would bederived from the Guidelines, ,that would be used by accreditation teams in makinghelpful suggestions to colleges and, universities for future'development of their. educa-tional programs, most particularly those in preservice science education.

* * *
Accrediting and certification agencies should be encouraged to enforce. restructuringof college curricula in accordande with the guidelinei.

*
Institutions should encourage their science and, science education faculties toestablish working arrangements that promote mutual cooperation. These might includejoint or adjunct appointments across departments, or the establishment of jointlystaffed science teaching center or institutes.

* * *
One possible channel for dissemination Is via institutes and workshops. In thisconnection there are two avenues which should be 'explored. The first would, be theestablishment of institutes and workshops which will work specifically on the develop-ment of science materials and experiences which are appropriate at the college leveland which are compatible with the common features of the several elementary pro-grams'. The second would' be to "infiltrate" Institutes which are primarily designed forother` purposes but which could logically and naturally contain

,a component on elemen-tary science.
To catalyze the development of special institutes and to ericOurage the incorporationof the ideas in developing these Guidelines in existing institutes, a series of Workshops
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for institute directors and ,potential directors should be sponsored. It appears that in
this connection there is urgent need for models in which the very philosophy which is
being advocated is used by the advocators. It is not our suggestion that the workshop
participants go through the specific elementary materials as such but that utmost
care shoUld be exercised to see that the workshops do not violate; the educational
tenets which they advocate.

6. Research
A representative study might examine how the use of "open hours" in teachers'

laboratory work (rather than fixed times) was related to
a. Teachers' beliefs that science is no a "foreign" special activity.
b. Teachers' beliefs about the importance of inquiry in science.
c. Teachers' responsiveness to individual differences in pupils (especially abandon.

ment of "lock step" teaching).
In addition to the studies suggested tr: the elements of this report, research is

needed to follow teachers completing programs for a number of years in their
careers to assess the effects on classroom performance of personality factors, and to
suggest program characteristics that might be made dependent on the teacher's per-
sonality. How much the science program for prospective teachers should differ from
the program for other nonscience majors seems dependent on the differences that may
exist between these groups. How different are these groups in competence at the be-
ginning, in expectations, etc.? What emphasis in the science courses and the methods
co_uries will' produce the greatest desired change in prospective teachers?

Although this report focuses principally on the connections between program
characteristics and teacher outcomes, other forms of research are very relevant. For
example, information concerning the techniques, devices, and approaches most ef-
fective in changing, collegiate programs is needed. Knowing what an effective pro-
gram would be and arranging for its operation are not the same. Individuals of good
will need all the assistance they can receive in making their efforts effective.

Common sense and experience indicate that the program elements recommended in
these guidelines should produce positive effects. But careful research tracing out the
effects of these and related program elements is needed. Where controlled research is
not possible we can, at least, describe the consequences of our efforts at development.

Not enough trustworthy information is available on the sequence:

Characteristics
of collegiate
programs.

Teachers'
competencies,
beliefs,
feelings
in science.

Teachers'
actions in

. teaching
science.

The standards and recommendations of this report specify and suggest characteris-
tics of collegiate programs that should be investigated. For example, some of the
variables that might be manipulated are:

a. The number of teacher-designed laboratories in the collegiate program.'
b. The-extent to which simple materials are used in the collegiate laboratory.
c. The use of "open hours" in collegiate laboratory work (rather than fixed times).

,The number of laboratory activities that have no ,predetermined "right answer"
in the collegiate laboratory. I

The teacher's ,freedom to take all his science in one field, rather than requiring
!distribution."
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f.. The assignment of collegiate learning experiences after -pretesting rather than
reliance on a "standard" program.

g. The number and variety of direct experiences with children in the first two
years of the collegiate program.

h. The natura of the sequence of involvement in the teaching role (after example,
going from tutorials to microteaching to involvement with large groups).

i. The nature of the internship (for example, the arrangements for supervision,
the-age of the pupils taught).

j. The degree to which decisions affecting the .internship program are made by
the cooperating schools.

: . _

-'One of the :impediments to change is the lack Of approPriate "ideas" or "Models"
to be used in the science preparation of elementary teachers.'

The most commonly suggested. solution 'to this problem is the' production, field
trial, and evaluation of curriculum materials for college students in the same way that
materials have been prepared for use at the elementary and secondary level. Perhaps
there is another step that could- be undertaken now at less cost and with more irnrñe
diate impact.

Consideration, should be given to the establishment of a clearinghouse for instruc-
tional -units or --activities: Individuals would be encouraged to submit descriptions of
their ideislo the clearinghouse: Thine Who-,did so would be rewarded by receiving a;
description of other ideas :dealing with the same curriculum problem. An example
may help:

Suppose thati- have ;developed:en .activity(perhaps an AT lesson-, _sa programmed
sequence' or-Auste simple assignment)-that I:feel is particularly effective *gettingteachers, to "distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable responses'toiessess-
ment items in science" I would write Up-theactivityland submit it to the cl'earing7hot*" for inclusion there. My report would automatically be accepted' providing the
following :criteria were met , ,

a The objective of the activity iiclearlyt.stated: '
b The activity is described sufficient that another te,eCliei!CO11310'rePliciite

.

..

C. student population that was teUght_it-deseribed in briefle.g.,-year in school,
prior hours of science and professional-education).

d. The "test" of the objective is included
Student .performanCe'cinthe test is'given' (e g, 801120 students met triteriOn)..

After MY. "activity report" was acCePted;.--1, would automatically receive copies ofall .Other related activities. in the clearinghouse 'bank-'-' activities dealing, with
assessment th'stienCe.

Perhaps one of the most important side effects of this prOject'Webld,:pe the ideif=.'
tificatidii of individuals in the country who creative enough to make some 'original
contributions. These:People'are. the ones who should be ParticiPatinif-inCurritOlum:
ProjectS; ''" *, , -

-,''-there is a.,need to provide students at all levels With-the opportunitita beictively
Involved in research: One way to create this opportunity is to 'develop largeicale
reseerch projects , each . of , which, contains a multitude- 'Of sub problems :deservint'-of
investigation Undergraduates; involved in such research,- would be better' prepared-to
conduct -research projects concerning their teaching: Purthet.theimight*.rnOre in
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clined..to, participatein-'orfassist in research. conducted in their school by outsiders.Students beginning work for a master's degree or doctor's ;degree,coulcV gain-experi-ence prior to the timethey begin a thesis or dissertation.,,Finally, theses and_,,diaserta-tions which grow out of a central project will probably have the same theoretical batis.The result :would, be an increased amount or related :researCh and fitwer,Studies,,onprOblema which havelittle;relatiOn to one another.,
Research' activities should not be reduced to attempts at justifying new teachingpreCtices: Rather they should try to answer questions raised bYr,the. systematic,design of teaching methods.-
Samples of research questions are:

To what degree, and for what kind Of performance category; can 'Vicarious ex-,perience supplant hands-on experience?
:What are the conditions necessary and _sufficient to instill the.ettitudes ,whichresult in improved science teaching in the. classroom, a-more ,sCientifiCiapproaChto questions in daily life, an increased: interest in scienoe-related_activitiei?

Appendix C
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR "THE COMPOSITION,

CHARACTERISTICS, AND STRUCTURE OF MATTER"
The position taken in this has been that institutions, of higher learning canand -shOuld.,citiiiilop, careful descriptions Of What elementary teachers- should .tbe...ableto ;, doupon CompletiOn, of their college science program. Thete- descriptiont.'shouldbc.realistic, in terms of the time a teacher has to devotelce the study of science andthey should-take into account_what teachers, might-reasonably be expected to teachto children-.,,,;:.- ; '--"Chapter 2 suggests broad topics that the grOup resPonsible for this' report can.'-sidered to be important for elementaryiteachert.. It does ,not_include -the., detailedSpecifications- that would be a useful; guide to those who are 'teaching Science. to-teachers and who are concerned: With 'iMprOirint:their science -progriMS. To. includesuch, detailed specifications would have made the report too unwieldy. However, toiilustrate the kind- ot detailed' specifications -that be prepared ,before'atteinptingto change science programs for teachers, 'this' apPendix -provides an, elabOration ofone topic, The ,Composition, Characteristics. and Structure, of Metter lase page .18).Two thing-were considered in developing this elaboration,of the .Material. in Chap-ter 2,- (1) What are_the -concepts Under, this,.general heading that. are likely .to betaught in elementary schools ? (2) What should be the depth:,of the teacher's, under-standing of ,_these cOncepti in, order to do. a respectable job of .10014 science -in,eleMentary

,

An, examination , of :elimentary,;,sCience materials will show`, that most include a"1-1.0lier of activities aimed developing an understanding ;of,Matter. The ,SCIS: unitMateiiiP Objects provides an excellent example of how eleinentarY children tniight,. be expeCted to examine matter in terms of characteristic properties and to use thesecharacteristic properties to identify,'clastify or, order Materiels-in a systematic fashion;ESS,:ufilts. such as GIS'S and "Airs;" :Kitchen Physics, and MysterY-Powciers:proiridesiimilar .opportunities;__in many. exercises in ;Science-A , Process Approach- children yin-vestigate-physicaVand chemical properties of gases,_ liquids and solids; Volume 11-,ofthe intermediate:Science CurriauluM Study, materials, (designed-for ;grade 8) -is' devoted-.to the development;;of a simple,model for matter and:most conventional:,



Mentary'scientelextsdiscUis matter in terms of atom's- and Molecules.' Norierof-theie
.Pretentationt ,pretirme:, -sOphiStiCated atomic theory arid the Major,
emphasis-is,placed on -properties of matter-and its interactions rather than theoretical
statements. or elaborate ,models. It seems-reasonable :that:there should be a -similar

'.,eMphasis in the preparation of elementary teachers. The following Objectives are _

*written from this .point of view.

What is the nature of platter?:

I., Perform demonstrations that suggest that matter is composed of particles.
a) Demonstrate :diffirtien in liquids and gases and describe the obsenratiOni in

terms of &particulate model for matter.:
-b)Demonstratelhat many forms of matter can be broken', down into constituent

, parts and describe this decomposition in terms of a 'partiCulate Model' for
.

c) DeMonStrate the interaction of two 'forms of matter to form a new subitance
and describe this interaction in terms of a -particulate model for matter.

d) Perform 4 demonstration to show that particles of :Metter are -Very smalL

Perform demonstrations that suggest that the particles of matter are in constant
motion.

a) Demonstrate _diffusion in liquids and gases and describe the observations in
terms of theinotiond particles., --

b) Demonstrate Brownian motion.
._

Ill. ProVide evidence for the 'electrical nature-- of Matter: ,-

-_ a) Place an electrical charge on an object' and discirSs common" examples Of
static 'electricity in terms, of the balance of electrical charge, on

,-b) Demonstrate electrical -.conductivity in solids and liquids and discuss Con-
dtictivity-,in,terrnt of the flow of electrical, Charge through matter. -

_ c) Demonstrate the movement-of 'colored ions- under the influence of thielectriCal
potential and name the charge on the ions.

IV. Use simPle'phySical:Modeli to deiCribeChenitrial:thangiehlinatter.
a) Use fasteners and rings, nuts and bolts, :balls and sticks or other physical

models to illustrate the combination of elements to form compounds.
b). Utectiemicaliyinbols-to write 'formulas for simple ;Compounds:- -"'

-c) Write chemical: equations to represent''simpletcherniCal changes.

, ,

:can different forms of matterbe.!dentifred?_-
I Name and measure (or describe, quantitatively) at least six properties rifi matter

that may be used to identify it.:

a) -.Given .samples of -pure substances, ',. some of which are solidiiitstiMe',11qUids
and some gaset, measure one or more of the following propertlei, and'-use
the resulting data to-separate the objects into lets such that all. elementsof
-vitt have identical properties. The properties to . be Observed', are:;t1cOlar,

. hardness, fracture pattern (what happens When -yoU hit it"witha
density, melting' point, boiling point,--* heat capacity, electrical conductivity,

In- various solvents,'-and behaviovon heating. .r, .



II Describe evidence, that may be used to distinguish between elements, mixtures
and compounds and use that evidence to make such;distinctions for simple cases:
a) Given homogenebui samples of solid materials; identify the materials as

either mixtures, elements or compounds. Only samples which can be identi
fled with relative ease should be used. For example, only elements that will
not react upon heating in air; only compounds that may easily be decomposed
by heat or electrolysis; only mixtures which do not have a well defined melting
point or which consist of substances with gross differences in solubility in
common solvents, such as water and ethanol.

How is matter changed from one form to another?
.

I. Describe changes from solid to liquid to gas in terms: of the arrangement of
-particles in the various; forms Of matter, the motion of the particles,* each -form,
and the-kiiietic energy:of the particles. .

_a) Heat_ water from 10 degrees Celcius-to 100 degrees- Celcius in ari,open.cOn....
tainer and describe the changes in terms of-a. particulate model for matter.
Measure= the !energy required to "convert 10-graMS- of- ice-to water -and 10.
grams Of Water to ,steam. Describe the:energy changes- in. tenils. of molecular.
Motion.

d)-- Describe in -qUalitative terms -the effect 'of temperature and pressure- on the
*flume of a gat;:a liquid;-a solid.

,

I Dekribe common' chemical -changes in terms =of a particulate Model for matter.
Demonstrate at least live such chemical changes.
a) Describe rusting and other common exaMPles of corrosion in terms of a re-

action betWeen the metal and oxygen. Prepare demonstrationsto show .the
importance of oxygen- in corrosion.

b) DemOnstrate the reaction of an acid with a base. .
) Demonstrate the reaction of acids with carbonates: Describe the formation-,

of caves, the cleaning 'of toilet bowls, or the action of bakint: powder in terms'
of this reaction:.

d) Demonstrate decomposition upon heating- as an example of ,chemical change.
e) Describe combustion in terms of the chemical reaction taking place.

Whit, effects, the speee.1.800 extent to which Matter changes?

I. Dernoristrate the effect. Of concentrationiTtertiperature and .Physical state on -the
rate -at,which.-hinges in -.matter. occur,

a) Demonstrate the effect -oileniperattire on the rate of common cheniicaUchinees
,such_as souring of milk and oxIda"e-n (burning) of paper.

_

b) ,Demonstrate the viffeCf of 'car IratiOn of` reactants rate of common
-changes., Such.es burning, acids: with metals, .or.bases reaCtingeWith
fats.

;

. Demonstrate the-effect, of physical changes.,such.:as pulverizing or distolving ,

on the rate of common reactions..

Describe fact-Ors that affect_ equilibrium in chemiCal ,und physical systeMs and
demonstrate systemi in equilibriunir

overa) Describe differenc:es over a, period of ,time in a system consisting -otwater in
a closed container and-witer in an open container and explain the differences.



b) Describe macroscopic and microsopic changes that-occur in a saturated sole-
tioo over a -period of time and induce changes in the amount of -solid material
in the system by altering the system in-one or more ways.

c) Demonstrate a system in chemical equilibrium and affect the system in-Stich
a way, that macroscopic 'changes in composition can be observed.

HOw can matter be separated?, =

i. Demonstrate the :separation of solids,* from liquids; 'solids from solids, liquids
from liquids,- -=Using physical techniques- such as filtering, _centrifugation,. iedi-
Mentation, distillation, and paper chromatography. ,

.

,; II. Den of -materials that are chemically combined,- through
electrolysis, decomposition by heat; and displacement of an elernent, by another
element. . I

Some will undoubtedly, argue that the,above represents too, much;-- that eleMentary
teachersparticularly _in. the primary -gradescan do an adequate jobwithout bene-
fit Of many of the competencies describeck-Others.:will argue that it-js -,far too -little;

-- that it represents no more than would be covered in i-high school- courselaphYsical
science; that any respectable- college- science course should go well beyond the Ievel
outlined here:. There is truth, in both positions. It is certainly true that the -abcOte
it" no more than might; be -covered in a high school courte-4ndeed, it is leis_ than

. might be covered in a Modem :. high school- chemistry courie.,-Havrever,-;any person
who has worked closely:- with elementary-, teachers can certainly -testify_ that it de-
scribes -a .number Of competencies, that teachers do not possess even, after they have,-
had as many as 12-15 hours of "college level" science. There is considerablevidenCe

-- that in our rush to develop- sophisticated ideas- that are important and meaningful
to professional_ scientists, we -Wire many of our nOnscience-orienteit students con-
fused about these- simpler, -yet basic, ideas. In judgment Ot this*, writer, the
competencies described, will, enable the elementary teacher, to do a' respectable'
job of teething science in the area outlined. Further, it represents alevit.Of under- --

-standing that-should be attainable. for all of the science topics described, in 'Chapter
2 in :a reasonable _length of .time. If .additional time is.:atrailable,-..MOre may be done
but the above outline- represents a Minimum' level of competence that COO,ancl,Should
be attained by all elementary teachers, -*: 4

J. Dudley HerrOn. -
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